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_Friday, October 7,1994_Lewiston, Maine 
Weekend Weather 
Frida; and Saturday, Dry, cool 
weather will persist in Maine, though a 
period of stralocumulus clouds is likely 
to move over interior regions. High 59. 
Possible overnight frosting. Be careful! 
Low 32. Sunday, same. 
Volume 124, Number 4 
Harassment 
policy tabled 
indefinitely 
By Jeremy Breningstall 
The proposed code of conduct for 
discriminatory harassment, two years 
in the making, was postponed 
indefinitely at a faculty meeting 
October 3. In the face of mounting 
criticism, Dean of Students F. Celeste 
Branham made the decision to 
withdraw her motion to present the 
policy in favor of further review. Her 
decision was made at the meeting 
following a brief period of debate. 
The discriminatory harassment 
policy came up for discussion late in 
what turned out to be a very long 
faculty meeting. Branham began her 
presentation by moving to divide the 
two aspects of the proposal, a 
statement of values and a 
discriminatory harassment policy, in 
order that they may be voted on 
separately. She said that matters 
regarding behavior and general 
conduct "have historically been the 
province of the faculty," and that that 
was why the faculty would be making 
the final decisions regarding the issue. 
Mark Kessler, associate professor 
of political science, asked Dean 
Branham who it was the policy would 
be protecting. Branham responded 
that the policy would be paying 
particular attention to "historically 
oppressed groups," but that "even 
white males would have access to the 
policy." However, she said that "the 
likelihood of the Student Conduct 
Committee issuing a severe penalty 
(in cases brought forth by a white 
straight male) is probably not great." 
Next, Erica Rand, assistant 
professor of art, voiced her opinion 
that, contrary to statements made by 
the Dean of Students' office, the policy 
does contain within it the problem of 
hate speech, and that it fails to take 
into account the differences of the 
specific problems caused by various 
forms of harassment. She said that 
there are "many students who are not 
happy with this and would like to take 
it back as some other form of 
consideration." 
In addition, Rand said that the 
faculty had "a moral imperative to 
make the good faith gesture to bring 
[the proposal] back to the larger 
Continued on Page 2, Column 1 
Horrors hidden behind closed doors 
By Evan Halper Bringing domestic violence home to Bates 
One of the most vivid memories 
Stacey Kabat '85 has of her student 
years at Bates is her initial trip here. 
She still remembers driving up the 
Maine Turnpike with her mother. 
And she remembers that somewhere 
on that paved thru way among the 
monotony of evergreens, concrete, 
white paint and the occasional rest 
stop, her mother turned to her and 
told her to leave her home life as far 
behind as possible. This advice was 
not a part of the traditional right of 
passage. It was a plea of desperation 
from Rabat's mother to her, asking 
her to break free from the horror of a 
violently abusive home situation. 
Last weekend Kabat returned to 
campus to do something she was 
never able to do while a student here. 
She came to speak openly about the 
single largest human rights crisis in 
this country and a brutal national 
disease of which she is a survivor: 
domestic violence. 
Many at Bates who are familiar 
with Stacey Kabat know her for the 
■ Meet Stacey Kabat '85, Academy 
Award winning filmmaker and 
outspoken advocate for survivors of 
domestic violence. Page 1. 
■ Local advocates find that Bates 
students in need of support rarely 
come forward. Page 7. 
■ Bates College offers shockingly 
little support for students who wish 
to seek solace on campus. Page 8. 
■ Media attention towards 
domestic violence has been 
heightened in recent weeks , but 
how long will that last? Page 11. 
■ "Defending Our Lives" depicts 
the struggle of women in prison for 
killing an abusive partner. Page 12. 
short documentary film she co¬ 
produced, "Defending Our Lives," 
which won an Academy Award last 
April. Ask Kabat herself about the 
film, however, and she shrugs it off. 
More important than the film itself, 
and the praise it has received, is the 
message behind it and the 
Continued on Page 4, Column 1 
Debaters capture U Penn tournament 
Bates team is now top-ranked in the nation 
By Jeremy Breningstall 
With a first-place finish at the 
University of Pennsylvania 
tournament, the debate team has 
launched into another successful 
season. Debaters Chris Tine '96 and 
Quoc Tran '95 went 5-0 in preliminary 
rounds of competition, and then were 
victorious throughout the 
quarterfinals, semifinals and finals to 
capture the Liberty Bell trophy. By 
finishing first out of the 76 teams in 
competition, Tine and Tran reached a 
level of success unparalled for the 
Bates parliamentary debate team. 
Because of their victory, they are now 
the top-ranked team in the nation. 
"They both worked very hard," 
Robert Branham, coach of the debate 
team and professor of rhetoric, said, 
and their work has paid off. In the 
individual speaker awards, Tine 
finished first and Tran finished third, 
out of the more than one hundred and 
fifty debaters present. "By 
functioning well as a team, we 
highlighted each other as 
individuals," said Tine. As a result of 
the success of Tine and Tran at 
Chris Tin6 ‘96 and Quoc Tran ‘95 accept their trophy at the University of 
Pennsylvania debate tournament. Jeremy Breningstall photo. 
U.Penn., Bates will now get a free seed 
at the National Championships to be 
held next spring. "This brings 
national recognition, garnering more 
respect for all Bates teams at future 
tournaments," Tran said. 
In the preliminary rounds, Tine 
and Tran defeated teams from Smith, 
Princeton and Columbia, then 
advanced to the quarterfinals as the 
top-ranked team. In the quarterfinals, 
Tine and Tran faced off against Vassar 
Continued on Page 5, Column 1 
INSIDE 
The Arts.12-15 
Features.6-7 
Forum.8-11 
News.1-5 
Sports.16-19 
"I wanted people to see ... it all." 
The movie you can't find at Bates is 
precisely the one that ought to be 
available. "Defending Our Lives," co¬ 
directed by Stacey Kabat '85, 
demonstrates why terrorism in the 
home affects us all. Page 12. 
Anti-abortion activists arrive 
A group of Right-to-Life extremists 
that was able to close down an 
abortion clinic in nearby Rockland has 
made its way to Lewiston. Their 
tactics include targeting physicians at 
their homes. Page 6. 
Arts Calendar.15 
Earthwatch.9 
Editorial.8 
Firesafety Watch.3 
Letters to the Editor.8 
Video Review.13 
Sports Briefs.18 
Question on the Quad.20 
NEWS BRIEFS 
A new President 
Earlier this week, Duncan White '95 was ratified as President of the 
Represenative Assembly. 
$10,000 
President Harward has allocated $10,000 for a matching funds project 
aimed towards the enhancement of educational and cultural programming 
at Bates. The matching funds will be available to student organizations in the 
Spring Semester of 1995. The CSA office will have application forms for 
student organizations that wish to apply for this money starting on Monday, 
October 10. Decisions will be made on November and organizations will be 
notified by November 9. Contact Laura J. Biscoe, 786-6468, in the SAO for an 
application or more information. 
Looking for security? 
On Wednesday, October 12, Bates College Security will "walk about" 
the campus in an effort to enable students, faculty and staff who have 
concerns or ideas to express them directly to security. This walk will begin 
at 8 o'clock sharp at the security building and continue all around campus. 
Kennedy coming to Bates 
Massachusetts Congressman Joseph Kennedy and Maine State Senator 
John Baldacci will be visiting Bates on Saturday to partake in a rally 
sponsored by the Bates Democrats. The rally will take place at 2:30 p.m. on 
the steps of Coram Library. Free Ben & Jerry's Peace pops at the site. 
Life after Bates 
The Peace Corps will be coming to Bates on October 12th and 13th. On 
Wednesday, they will have an information booth in Chase Lounge from 
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., with film seminars at 12 p.m. and 7 p.m. They will be 
conducting interviews on Thursday from 9 a.m. till 3 p.m. at the Office of 
Career Services. 
Summer learning, summer earning 
The National Endowment for the Humanities sponsors a program for 
College Younger Scholars which provides a stipend for undergraduates 
who which to conduct research under the direction of a faculty member in 
various fields related to the humanities. Students are expected to conduct 
their research for nine weeks and prepare a research paper during the 
summer of 1995. They receive a stipend of $2,000 and faculty advisors 
receive a stipend of $500. 
The deadline for applications is November 1. An NEH Younger 
Scholars Award may be matched with a Bates-Hoffman Mellon grant of 
$1,000 for room-and-board support. A full program is available in the Office 
of the Dean of the Faculty, 303 Lane Hall, or contact the Endowment directly 
at: 
Younger Scholars Guidelines, Room 316 
Division of Fellowships and Seminars 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20506 
(202) 606-8459 
ce 
Country Inn Dining 
by Reservation Only 
A Complete Five Course Dinner with 
Four Entrees to Choose From. 
Moderately priced at $17.95 per person 
$12.95 Dinner Specials and 
Vegetarian Dinners Always Available 
5 1/2 MILES FROM CAMPUS 
OFF ROUTE 202, GREENE, MAINE 
207-946-5990 
The faculty practice the art of parliamentary procedure at the October 3rd 
meeting Barney Beal photo. 
Faculty tables policy proposal 
Continued from Page 1 
community" before it is voted on. 
Branham, in response to some of 
the criticism of Rand and others, said 
that "this in fact is a code that 
focuses on conduct. We are not 
speaking of threats that may be of a 
psychological nature." 
At that point the necessity of the 
policy was questioned by Paul 
Kuritz, professor of theatre. He said, 
"1 was under the impression that 
most harmful conduct was already 
forbidden." 
Branham acknowledged that the 
new policy would not in any way 
make the penalties for harmful 
conduct more severe, but 
maintained that the policy is 
necessary as a reflection of "how 
specifically egregious [harmful 
activity] is when directed at 
particular institutions." Branham 
said she has been cautious to draw 
from Maine statutory law the 
manner in which threats should be 
interpreted. 
A concern was then raised by 
Sawyer Sylvester, professor of 
sociology. He said, "If the definition 
of the subsets provide no greater 
meaning, I question whether we 
need the policy at all." 
Branham responded, "Those 
subsets have standards . .. that [the 
committee] might then employ to 
decide the facts of the case." 
William Matthews, professor of 
music, said, "I appreciate what 
you've said, but what you've said 
isn't what were voting on." He then 
voiced several problems he had with 
the policy. In regards to the 
statement "especially," he said, "I 
don't know who's more special than 
someone else." 
Matthews went on through the 
policy. He said, "The words 'oral, 
physical, written or pictorial 
communication' all mean 
approximately speech." In regards 
to the "reasonable person" standard, 
he said, "I think it is impossible to 
imagine here." In regards to the 
educational context provision, he 
said, "If I say something in the 
classroom it is certainly no different 
than my saying it in the Den." 
In response, Branham said, 'The 
trier of fact would ultimately make 
the determination" as to what 
constituted the viewpoint of a 
reasonable person. She said that 
there would be provisions within the 
Student Conduct Committee to allow 
for expert testimony. 
Branham said the "especially" 
clause was inserted "so as to be 
inclusive." She continued, "It is clear 
to me that this policy is not going to 
be accessed with any regularity, if at 
all, by white straight males." 
Branham then abandoned the 
policy, and moved to table the 
motion indefinitely. In the face of a 
rapid faculty evacuation, she then 
withdrew her second motion, the 
statement of values, and left it for a 
future date. 
Chopsticks 
Restaurant 
The Best Chinese Food in Androscoggin County 
Special: Pu Pu Platter for Two $9.95 Reg. $12.95 
Room available for small parties up to 40. 
No miminum charge for parties. Order from regular menu. 
37 Park St.*Lewiston*783-6300*783-6949 
Dine In •TakeOut* Open 7 Days A Week 
Sun-Thurs: Dinner Deliveries to Bates. $10.00 Minimum with a 
$2.00 Charge for Delivery. 
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Fire Safety Watch 
A close look shows the after-effects of a fire: stained ceilings, broken 
windows, and the charred remnants of what was once a computer. 
Tragedy Averted: 
Fire alarm to the rescue! 
by Dan Lalonde 
In the early hours of the 
morning of September 30, a fire was 
in progress in room 26 of Wilson 
House. While Hans Bennett '98 was 
in a sound sleep, a computer, 
computer keyboard, papers and 
other items were on fire. The fire 
was in a smoldering stage which 
made matters a lot worse. When 
plastic smolders, the plastic gives 
off a tremendous amount of deadly 
gasses, especially carbon monoxide 
which induces sleep by diluting the 
existing oxygen present in the 
room. 
As the smoke level increased in 
the room, some of the smoke made 
its way through cracks in the closed 
bedroom door to the outside 
hallway. As luck would have it, a 
smoke detector was located on the 
ceiling just outside the involved 
bedroom. 
The smoke detector was 
activated be the toxic fumes which 
automatically energized all of the 
emergency sounding devices in the 
building. Students began to 
evacuate the building through a 
haze of free carbon and pungent 
smoke. 
Hans woke up at the sound of 
the fire alarms and the chocking of 
heavy black smoke. As he opened 
his door, dazed, with his face black 
with soot, he told Tuyet, a first-year 
student, "My room is on fire." 
All of the students living in 
Wilson House evacuated the 
building promptly under the 
direction of Sara Tichenor '96, the 
junior advisor. 
The fire incident was 
investigated by the Fire Prevention 
Bureau of the Lewiston Fire 
Department. They found that the 
cause of the smoldering fire was 
due to a burning candle in a plastic 
container placed on top of the 
computer keyboard. The fire was 
considered accidental. 
Every year, fire drills are 
conducted at Bates College with the 
help of Dean Reese, a member of the 
Security Department, and members 
of the Lewiston Fire Department. 
Time and time again we have 
stressed the importance of building 
evacuation when an alarm is heard 
in the buildings and not becoming 
complacent and thinking that "its 
only just another false alarm." The 
students living at Wilson House 
have learned their lesson well. They 
are all to be congratulated for a job 
well done. 
And Hans Bennett, for the rest 
of his life, will never forget the fact 
that a smoke detector literally saved 
his life. 
What brand is that? A candle left burning turns a computer into something 
quite out of the ordinary. 
No more lengthy English papers for this baby: it appears to have been left 
with quite a hangover. 
food - frog - food Times 
Since 1969 
97 Ash Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
783-0668 
Music Sat, Nites 
This week - The Generic 
Jug Band 
playing Blues, Jazz, 
and Jug 
Irish Pub 
37 Park Street, 782-6677 
Every Monday Night You 
Choose It 
All Drinks $1 
Including Mud Slides, Ice 
Teas, Jagermeister, etc. 
Free Steamed Hot Dogs 
$5.00 Door 
The 
ratefui Earth 
At the Taylor Brook 
Mall off of Minot Ave. in 
Auburn has something 
for the whole family! 
ative Arts and Crafts, Clothing, 
Jewelry, Cards, Candles, Oils, 
Crystals, Rain & ‘Rhythm Sticks, 
‘Drums, ‘Bootleg Taping, and other 
unique gifts. 
Layaways and Gift Certificates 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
Be Grateful to Earth. 
(207) 783-6308 
'With this ad receive 1 free incense! 
■ 1 ■'The ™ American Red Cross in Maine 
Give. Volunteer. Receive. 
fr EXTRA INCOME FOR ‘94 
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00 
with SASE to: 
1 
GROUP FIVE 
57 Greentree Drive. Suite 307 
Dover, DE 19901 
66 main st. auburn 
782-1315 
open m-f 6 am-2 pm 
sun 7 am-2 pm 
7 nights 7 pm-midnite 
java •expresso drinks •fresh bagels & 
muffins •soups •salads •sandwiches *plus 
our homemade treats 
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See no evil, hear no evil: discussing domestic violence 
Continued from Page 1 
increasingly large audience comprehending that 
message. 
The film documents the abuse suffered by 
four of the so-called "Framingham Eight"— 
women survivors of domestic abuse serving time 
in Framingham State Penitentiary for killing their 
husbands to protect their children and themselves. 
In addition to the Academy Award, Kabat's hard 
work has also won her the Reebok Human Rights 
Award, a $30,000 award given annually to an 
activist under the age of 30. With the money, 
Kabat founded the nonprofit organization 
Battered Women Fighting Back!, Inc. in Boston. 
At last Saturday's presentation, Kabat did not 
do what most of her audience probably expected 
of her. Instead of standing in front of the group 
and presenting the somber statistics, painting a 
bleak and hopeless picture, Kabat framed the 
discussion in an entirely different manner. 
The presentation began with Kabat asking 
audience members how many of them know 
someone who is in a violently abusive family or 
relationship. Nearly the entire audience raised 
their hands. And after letting that sink in for a few 
moments, Kabat began to open up about her own 
life — about the abuse in her family and about the 
experience of working with battered women and 
children. 
In her struggle against domestic violence, 
Kabat focuses on education: beginning to 
comprehend the magnitude of the situation and 
the reality that we are all affected by it, by 
accepting that more than one of the women beaten 
every 15 seconds in this country may live on your 
block; understanding that the answer to the 
problem is not simply women wising up and 
leaving their batterer, as women who do leave are 
at a 75% greater risk of being killed by their abuser 
than those who stay; and realizing that as many as 
35% of the women who visit medical emergency 
rooms are there for injuries resulting from ongoing 
partner abuse. 
"I learned at Bates to speak from my heart, 
from my spiritual center," Kabat later says in a 
phone interview. She is commenting on the 
emotion and sense of urgency evident in her 
speech. "There's no intellectual argument to be 
made here," she says in regard to her work. "It is 
just something we have to do." 
Her presentation sent the audience both a 
message of despair and one of hope. But the 
emphasis is on hope, and the idea is that if we 
come together as a community and make a 
concerted effort to educate ourselves on the 
situation, we can overcome this human rights 
crisis currently plaguing our nation. Kabat herself 
is a case in point of how that is possible. Her 
personal struggle, though, involved years of 
nightmares, distress, and bottled-up emotions 
because the message society was sending her was 
that it was not okay to talk about this issue. "It's 
hard to put the pain and isolation felt by survivors 
into words," she says. 
Although Bates did not provide an 
environment in which Kabat was able to openly 
discuss her past of abuse, Kabat traces her roots as 
a human rights activist back to this institution. It 
began with a South African political refugee, 
forced out of his country for speaking out against 
Apartheid, who visited the Bates campus during a 
lecture series. This man, along with an Indian 
speaker who came to Bates while Kabat was a 
student here, inspired her to get involved in 
helping others. And thus Kabat joined together 
with two other students and began a chapter of 
Amnesty International on campus. At that time 
Amnesty International was not the large, well- 
known organization it is now, but a fledgling group 
of dedicated individuals worldwide who were just 
getting started in their battle to free prisoners of 
conscience and educate the public about global 
human rights tragedies. 
The campus chapter of Amnesty set a goal that 
would prove to be no simple task — getting Bates to 
divest its investments in South Africa. The 
administration and trustees were so unwilling to 
listen and act on the situation that Kabat decided she 
wanted to take a leave from Bates. It wasn't the 
school she thought it was, and the setbacks were 
severely disappointing. "From day one at Bates 
College you are taught that you are not supposed to 
think about yourself. You are supposed to think 
about your world and your community," she says. 
The refusal to divest was clearly a contradiction. 
So Kabat went to London for a semester to work 
for Amnesty International and do research for her 
Economics thesis with a trade unionist there. This 
experience made her all the more determined to 
pursue human rights work as a lifetime ambition. 
And, in the short term, all the more determined to 
get Bates to divest from South Africa. Thus, upon her 
return to Bates in the fall of '85, a demonstration was 
organized in which hundreds of students organized 
a candlelight vigil between Chase Hall and the 
President's house during the Trustees Weekend. The 
next day, Kabat went before the trustees and said to 
them, "As a daughter of Bates I was told to live by 
my ideals. And if Bishop Desmond Tutu tells us to 
divest, who are we to question him ?" It was that 
weekend that the trustees made the decision to 
divest. 
"It was all of us as individuals working together 
as a community," recalls Kabat. "I saw that young 
people can make a difference." 
It was not until after graduating from Bates and 
moving to Cambridge, however, that Kabat came to 
realize that she was a survivor of a human rights 
abuse equal in magnitude to many of the abuses she 
was working to stop. And few people were talking 
about it. 
It was at this time, recalls Kabat, that battered 
women first appeared on daytime television talk 
shows and domestic violence started to appear as 
an occasional feature on the news. She began to 
connect her motivation for working with Amnesty 
with her life experience. She now comments that 
the pain endured by victims of domestic violence 
is very similar to that of victims of other forms of 
oppression, whether it be torture, homophobia, 
racism or any other abuse. 
Soon after beginning work as a counselor in 
the Framingham prison, Kabat started seeking out 
the women prisoners who had defended their lives 
by killing an abusive husband or partner. Kabat 
felt a close bond with these women because she 
knew she easily could have been in that situation. 
"I had nightmares that I was defending my mom 
and my brother against my father," says Kabat, 
recalling her life growing up with an abusive 
father. So, she found the women one by one and 
listened to their stories. 
Together, the eight women and Kabat 
formed a support group. Kabat became their 
outside advocate by telling their stories to the 
public. And in February of '92, Kabat submitted 
petitions to the governor for the commutation of 
the women's sentences. As she had expected, the 
prison fired her from her position as counselor. It 
was then that she began work on the film and 
started Battered Women Fighting Back! from out 
of her apartment. 
In the two years or so since then, Kabat has 
become a nationally known advocate. Her group 
has gone from "out of my car" to "an 
incorporated agency in Boston that is a nonprofit 
organization that creates programs to empower 
survivors and stop domestic violence." In a short 
time, Kabat has seen her work make a dramatic 
difference for many survivors of abuse in this 
country. 
There is a great deal of work that lies ahead 
in the future, but Kabat remains optimistic. 
"We're reaching the critical mass of people that 
understand. Its wonderful because that means 
that times are changing. I've watched change in 
my short lifetime. I see it. If we can do this much, 
think about what could happen if all of us get 
involved." 
RECYCLE 
It's the everyday way to save the world. Does Your Heart Good. 
t 
§ American Heart Association 
News The Bates Student, Friday, October 7,1994 t 
Weekend warriors victorious at U. Penn, tournament 
Jason Hall ‘97, Quoc Tran ‘95, Barbara Raths ‘96, Chris Tine ‘96 and Ryan 
Torres ‘96 pose with their hardware. News Bureau photo. 
Continued from Page 1 
College, who proposed that the U.S. 
should be permitted to kidnap foreign 
criminals and bring them back for trial 
in the U.S. courts. They argued that 
such a policy would "deter tyrants 
and terrorists." Tran responded that 
unilateral action is "dumb and totally 
traditional." The judges agreed, 
granting Bates the win on a 3-0 ballot. 
Tine and Tran then advanced to 
the semifinals to debate against the 
top team from Columbia University. 
The Columbia debaters proposed that 
Pete Rose should be admitted into the 
Baseball Hall of Fame, despite 
allegations that he may have gambled 
on baseball games. The Columbia 
team argued that because Pete Rose 
was "one of the greatest baseball 
players of all time," mere probabilistic 
evidence is insufficient to deny him a 
place among baseball's best. Tine and 
Tran argued that not only athletic 
prowess, but the content of one's 
character as well, should constitute 
the criteria for admission to the Hall of 
Fame. They narrowly defeated 
Columbia on a 3-2 decision. 
The final round came next, with 
the Bates debaters facing off against a 
team from Swarthmore. The round 
took place before a panel of ten judges 
and a full-house audience, with the 
house receiving nine votes. Tran won 
the coin flip for the third round in a 
row, but this time he chose to go 
government. "We wanted to control 
the tempo," Tran said. As the 
government team, Tine and Tran had 
the opportunity to decide what the 
• topic would be for the final round. 
Seeking to win favor with the 
audience, Tran as prime minister 
declared that for the purposes of the 
round, the house and judging panel 
would be "God." He then, in 
reference to the biblical tale of Sodom 
and Gomorrah, prescribed to them, 
"Don't change Lot's wife into a pillar 
of salt." Tran's analysis included the 
contention that "there are many gods 
competing for a limited number of 
worshippers," and that the audience 
should therefore show that they are a 
forgiving god, in order to distinguish 
themselves from the rest. Tran also 
pointed out the bad precedent such an 
action would set by creating the first 
single parent family. 
The leader of the opposition, as it 
turns out, was a religion major and 
eager to show it. He pointed out 
various errors in Tran's biblical 
knowledge, in an attempt to impress 
the audience. Tran then rose on a 
point of information and pointed out 
to the audience, "You're God. You 
already know all this." 
In response to Tran's argument 
that this would create a bad 
precedent, the leader of the opposition 
pointed out to God, "You are a single 
parent." As the member of the 
government, Tine responded to this 
line of reasoning by saying, "Yeah, 
and look how your children turned 
out." In addition, he pointed out the 
environmental hazards of dumping 
pillars of salt. 
The member of the opposition 
was unable to respond to this 
profound analysis, and the 
Swarthmore team began to falter at 
this point in the debate. The tide 
began a definite swing towards Bates' 
way. "I knew that things were going 
well when the judges threw their 
notes at our opponent," Tran said. 
Seeking to bring the audience 
back to Swarthmore's point of view, 
the leader of the opposition tried to 
bring economics into the picture, 
pointing out that by "offing people," 
God would be making each marginal 
worshipper more valuable. After four 
minutes, his revival meeting was up, 
and once again the floor belonged to 
the government. With the clock 
ticking down, Tran returned to the 
podium to give the last rebuttal. 
Summing up the two positions, he 
made up for his lack of evangelical 
flourish with rhetorical precision, and 
the matter went to a vote. Despite a 
heavy Swarthmore constituency in the 
audience, Bates pulled off the victory 
on a 12-7 decision. 
This is the largest tournament 
Bates has ever won in parliamentary 
debate, and the fifth tournament win 
they've had in the past three years. 
According to Branham, this is "the 
most significant tournament Bates has 
won since shifting to the 
parliamentary format." Lauren Popell 
'93, assistant debate coach, said, "Each 
year the debate team has been getting 
stronger and stronger." Last season, 
the team of Tine and Popell finished 
with a ranking of fourth in the nation. 
Tran competed with Popell last year at 
the World Debating Championships 
at the University of Melbourne in 
Australia. Currently, Tran is serving 
as the National Vice-President of the 
American Parliamentary Debate 
Association. 
Also attending the University of 
Pennsylvania tournament was the 
team of Lucy Fowler '97 and Jeremy 
Breningstall '97. They compiled a 
record of three wins and two losses in 
the preliminary rounds of 
competition, defeating teams from 
Bryn Mawr, Swarthmore and Yale. 
Meanwhile, the debate team was 
also racking up trophies several 
hundred miles away at the Williams 
College tournament. The team of 
Jason Hall '97 and Barbara Raths '96 
went 4-1 in the preliminary rounds of 
competition, defeating teams from 
Amherst and Brown, to advance to the 
quarterfinals. There they proposed 
the case that "Political party labels 
should be removed form general 
election ballots." They lost the round 
to Amherst on a 2-1 decision. 
Hall and Rath placed seventh out 
of 21 teams, and Hall received an 
eighth place speaker award. Two 
additional teams competed at 
Williams, Phyllis Paparazzo '96 and 
Ryan Torres '96, and Liam Clarke '98 
and Bryan Turner '97. Torres placed 
second in the individual speaking 
competition, to complement his fourth 
place finish at Wesleyan the week 
before. 
These achievement are "just 
incredible for team morale," Popell 
said. She commented that debate at 
Bates is oriented very differently from 
programs at other schools, 
particularly in regards to the 
commitment the team makes towards 
its novices. The team focuses "on 
making debate a fun experience and a 
challenging experience for the young 
people. You just don't find that 
anywhere else on the circuit." In line 
with this philosophy, debating at 
Bates is open to everyone, regardless 
of previous experience. By contrast, 
schools such as Yale often have up to 
70 people trying out for as few as a 
dozen spots. 
"It's always challenging out there 
because you've got the schools with 
the big names," Popell said, and so it 
is especially satisfying to see Bates 
debating so competitively. Branham 
has high hopes for the team, and said 
that he's excited about the rest of the 
season. "This is the deepest, most 
talented group of debaters we've ever 
fielded in parliamentary debate," he 
said. This weekend, the debate team 
will be competing at Harvard 
University. On October 28 and 29 
Bates will be hosting a tournament of 
its own. 
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Lifelines: 
The stakes are high with the abortion issue 
By Colleen Kaman 
At Bates College, the Health 
Center cautiously portrays abortion as 
a removal of the "products of 
conception" and generally uses the 
sanitary terms of "suction dilation" 
and "curettage" for abortion 
procedures. In stressing the 
importance of confidentiality, the 
decision to have an abortion becomes a 
sort of unseemly disgrace suitable only 
for one or two confidental supporters; 
it is generally recommended that the 
student refrain from informing her 
parents. The issue of presenting the 
"situation" to the boy's parents or 
friends is not mentioned. For all its 
faults, however, the Health Center still 
serves as a relatively accessible 
resource for the consideration of 
abortion. Still, the ramifications of the 
heated abortion debate are felt at Bates 
College, particularly with the closing of 
a nearby clinic. 
The famed March 10,1993, killing 
of the abortion doctor David Gunn 
redefined the stakes of the abortion 
debate. Although confrontations have 
not reached such extremities in Maine, 
the effects of violent incidents 
elsewhere have left their mark. The 
abortion issue has reached drastic 
proportions with both sides racking up victims. 
A recent federal ruling criminalizing acts that 
interfere with legal abortions has further escalated 
the war. The first federal trial began this week 
against a former Presbyterian minister, Paul J. Hill, 
in the state of Florida. Minister Hill insists upon 
defending himself against convictions in the 
shooting murders of Dr. John Britton and James H. 
Barrett, and a conviction in the wounding of June 
Barrett outside an abortion clinic on July 29 in 
Pensacola. Mr. Hill contends justifiable homicide on 
his part in preventing the greater harm of fetuses. 
Oddly enough, no eulogy for the innocent victims is 
offered in Mr. Hill's speech. As it is considered an 
inappropriate courtroom issue to decide who is 
more deserving of life, eulogies and other forms of 
moral rhetoric have been banned from the 
courtroom as Mr. Hill reacted against abortions 
legally provided by law. 
Federal laws enacted to protect abortion clinics 
include legislation oriented against those blocking 
entrances of abortion clinics, including the 
implementation of protective barrier zones around 
clinics. But the right-to-lifers again raised the stakes 
and began to target doctors in their private space: 
protesting outside their homes, sending threats in 
letters and phone calls, and following doctors 
around in their daily routines — even to grocery 
stores and to movie theaters. Abortion doctors now 
must live in fear, and not only are their lives 
endangered, but so are the lives of their family 
members due to this pervasive threat of violence. 
Recently, it has come to light that two Florida 
residents, David Crane and Donald Spitz, signed 
the so-called "justifiable homicide document," 
defending the right to use any means necessary - 
including the killing of abortion doctors - to save the 
lives of the unborn: "We claim the right to use 
whatever force is legitimate to defend the life of an 
unborn child." Dr. Booker, the only doctor who 
performs abortions in the entire state of Mississippi, 
now arrives at his clinic guarded by federal 
marshals and wearing a military helmet and a 
bullet-proof vest. Although severi pro-life groups 
have endorsed a commitment to non-violence in 
their fight for life, the actions of fanatics have 
instilled a new terror in the hearts of people 
involved in abortion. 
Last month, after more than three years of 
operating in the face of protest, three doctors that 
performed abortions at the Penobscot Bay Women's 
Health Center in Rockport, Maine, chose to stop 
providing abortion services. Pro-life activists 
consider the doctor's refusal to provide abortions a 
major victory in a battle winding its way through 
this northeast state. 
Last Friday, Dr. Luck, of the Casco Bay 
Obstetrics and Gynecology Clinic in Falmouth, 
Maine, officially closed down his clinic. He declared 
his inability to continue his services to women 
because of extreme stress and harassment from 
right-to-life advocates. Jim Burke, a civil lawyer that 
has worked for the Maine branch of ACLU in the 
past, framed the debate as a conflict between the 
right to exercise free speech and a conflict over the 
infringement upon the rights of others —namely 
that of a woman's right of access to health services. 
The Maine ACLU is currently looking into both the 
Rockport and Falmouth incidents on the grounds of 
a possible violation of civil liberties. 
In response to Dr. Luck's press statement, Mary 
Garvey-Donnelly, head of Brunswick's chapter of 
National Organization of Women, stated that the 
Maine chapter—appalled and angered by the 
consistent harassment of women and Dr. Luck in the 
Casco Bay Women's Clinic—plans to head up a call 
to action within the month. 
Christopher Coughlan, the head of Maine Right 
to Life, stated, "We believe abortion takes the lives of 
innocents and affects women in a negative way." 
Mr. Coughlan added that Dr. Luck, before moving 
his practice to Maine, worked in New Hampshire 
until he was driven from that state in 1984 to avoid 
charges on a botched abortion. No other groups 
were aware of these allegations. 
Abortion protestors, feeling empowered after 
their recent success in Rockport and Falmouth, have 
chosen Lewiston-Auburn and Ellsworth as the next 
cities slated for protest activity in 
Maine. In the city of Lewiston, there 
are less than 50 abortions per year. 
According to national studies, 
Lewiston has a shortage of sufficient 
accessible health services for women. 
In fact, apart from several private 
doctors, there are no clinics in 
Lewiston that perform abortions. The 
efficacy of Roe vs. Wade is bogged 
down in another challenge as the pool 
of doctors able or willing to perform 
abortions dwindles. Medical schools, 
by not requiring students to learn 
abortion procedures, are 
relinquishing abortion rights to health 
services found only in voluminous 
books of congressional records. 
According to the Maine Bureau of 
Health, as of 1992 only 27 abortion 
providers operated in the state, down 
from 39 in 1983. 
Already abortions are available 
only to those who can afford the 
service. Chris Tisdale, director of 
Bates College Health Services, 
explained that an abortion in a clinic 
such as Dr. Luck's would cost about 
$300; an abortion through a private 
doctor would suck $450 from a 
woman seeking help. With the 
closing of Luck's clinic, however, 
there remain few clinics in southern 
Maine. Tisdale explained that Luck's 
clinic in Falmouth was one of two that Bates 
students have generally used in the past. "When a 
person like Dr. Luck is literally forced out of practice 
that operates well within the law, such institutions 
[health services] are forced out of providing abortion 
as an option for people. This harassment is well 
beyond the limits of free speech...[it] places a 
tremendous limit on women's free choice." 
Somehow right-to-life advocates have gotten 
lost in the irony of reserving God the right to give 
and take away life while reserving for themselves 
the right to "know" the Lord's will. And in so doing, 
they rescind a woman's "God-given" right to free 
choice. 
There is another, little-discussed side effect to 
the abortion debate. How does this climate affect 
women? At the very least, the ornery abortion 
debate politicizes a woman's body. In considering 
the rights of a fetus over that of a woman, the 
woman fades into the background as her body 
becomes little more than a "vessel." 
In removing the right of choice from of a 
woman's life and placing it into the public arena of 
politics, a woman's sexuality becomes a mishandled 
issue. The secondary definition of abortion in the 
Random House Dictionary, for example, defines the 
word as "any malformed or monstrous person, 
thing, etc; the stopping of an illness, infection, at a 
very early stage." The condition of pregnancy and a 
decision to have an abortion are transformed into 
shameful and grotesque secrets. Lamentably, pro¬ 
life factions have turned a woman's difficult and 
private decision over abortion into a bloody battle 
on the streets and in the courts. 
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The Local Abused Women’s Advocacy Project: 
Batesies act but don’t speak 
By Jeremy Villano_ 
"We must not forget these women. We must do 
something to stop the violence." 
As Robert Branham, professor of Rhetoric, 
introduced Stacey Rabat '85 before her film 
presentation on domestic violence this weekend, he 
recounted Rabat's grabbing the microphone at the 
Academy Award ceremony last April. At that time 
among all the glamour and the glitz of the 
Hollywood culture, one of its newest stars did not 
want the people to forget why she co-directed and 
co-produced "Defending Our Lives." "It wasn't to 
earn an Oscar, but, as she told me in an interview 
this summer, to show the doubters how bad the 
violence really was," stated Branham. 
"It is an epidemic that plagues our 
communities," said Branham before stepping down 
from the podium. His comment has a deeper 
meaning than many of the members of the Bates 
community are willing to recognize. Once Stacey 
Rabat had begun to speak, she asked how many of 
the people in the audience know someone who has 
been the victim of domestic violence. Many arms 
went up. "Most of us," acknowledged Rabat. 
"That's not surprising. Domestic violence is the 
leading cause of injury to women in the United 
States." Rabat recalls that domestic violence just 
wasn't talked about when she attended Bates. After 
college she interned at a battered women's shelter. 
"Late at night, over the smoke of our cigarettes, we 
told the stories we weren't supposed to tell." 
"I don't want to tell you much more. I don’t think I can." 
With the passage of time, things haven't 
changed as much as many of us might have hoped. 
Domestic violence is still not something that we talk 
about. It remains a subject discussed over a few 
cigarettes, in a dark room, with friends or victims. 
Domestic violence is an ill that simply has not been 
recognized by a society that has long believed in 
solving family problems within the family. But what 
happens when the problem escalates beyond the few 
isolated families? Domestic violence is an epidemic 
that society refuses to acknowledge because of the 
people it affects. Reports Rabat, "If this was 
happening to anyone else anywhere else in the 
world, it would be an international human rights 
emergency." Household violence has been 
relegated to a negligible problem primarily affecting 
women and children; we don't often hear about it, 
read about it, or fight against it. "You never know 
who might be sitting next to you who will need 
help." 
"Violence is violence. Period." 
As members of the panel said during the 
presentation, every time you enter a conflict, the 
choice of whether or not to use violence is made. A 
person from the audience remarked, "It's just 
teaching kids how to get along with one another." 
Said Rosemary Word, Program Director of the 
Abused Women's Advocacy Project (AWAP) of the 
Lewiston-Auburn area, "One in eight high school 
students will end up in an abusive relationship 
before graduating. And one-third of all women 
under twenty have been abused by a boyfriend." 
She cited one study that estimates abuse begins at an 
average age of 15. 
"Each of us is going to be answerable to this. Not just 
when we look in the mirror, but to the generations after 
us." 
"The ultimate end of a violent relationship is 
death," Word remarked. "Too few realize how often 
it is pushed that far." Because students, whether at 
Bates or anywhere else, very rarely seek help, it is 
hard to know how many people are suffering 
through an abusive relationship. Word does say 
that Bates students, while not often seeking their 
help, have greatly supported the Project. "We do get 
a lot of student volunteers from Bates and have since 
the beginning of our project in 1977. We've had as 
many as 15 or 20 volunteers — mostly women, but 
some men volunteer." Continues Word, "Bates 
College has been very supportive of us as a college." 
The school has lent space to the Project, and students 
have hosted food drives, fund-raisers, and the 
Adopt-a-Family program at Christmas. Word 
points out the importance of these volunteers and 
counselors who act as role models to the people they 
help, showing that there is a way out, and that 
victims deserve much better. For these student 
volunteers and for Stacey Rabat, it is imperative that 
this violence be stopped. It is imperative that these 
women not be forgotten. 
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EDITORIAL 
A society up in arms: 
The many faces of violence 
When we deal with our friends from day to day, we choose between 
violence and non-violence. In an encounter with a belligerent, drunken 
Batesie waiting for another beer, we choose whether to push the jerk back 
until his or her tailbone hits the table, matching his belligerence, or to just 
walk away. In a relationship, if your partner is not complying with you 
or giving you what you want from him or her, you can choose to use 
physical violence, verbal abuse or guilt to antagonize that person. Or 
you can choose to handle the conflict otherwise, even self-reflect about 
the demands you are making on your partner. 
At Schaeffer Theater last Saturday, Stacey Kabat and the others who 
joined her on the panel on domestic violence stressed to the audience that 
violence is pervasive in the world, and that none of us are neutral in the 
spectrum between violence and non-violence. Either you consider 
violence an alternative in resolving conflicts, or you do not. The panel's 
comments were fresh and thought-provoking: we are all engendered as 
children to use violence in certain situations, and many of us see it and 
experience it "too close to home," so to speak. The world will never be 
rid of conflict, but violence is only one method of conflict-resolution. Just 
because it has been used all too often in the past among individuals and 
nations does not mean that it is useful. Violence hurts and kills, and then 
we are back where we started. 
On a grand scale, violence in war has killed millions; it leaves us with 
the original conflict, shuts off communication, and destroys nations. On 
a personal level, violence is a way of getting what we want through 
intimidation and fear. It scares abused children into thinking that they 
deserve to be scared, that they deserve to be violated and trodden upon 
and that they have no self-worth. 
Here at Bates College, where race relations, political correctness, and 
the semantics of egalitarianism are on the forefront of community 
improvement plans, we rarely discuss what is at the heart of so much of 
our interrelation crises: violence. Stacey Kabat's Academy Award¬ 
winning documentary is not available in the Ladd Library; Junior 
Advisors and Residential Coordinators receive no training in issues of 
domestic violence; and our Health Center has little or no information on 
the subject for students who come to seek help. Dealing with violence 
would be dealing with an issue too grand and too real to be tackled with 
just words and policies. What we must realize, though, is that in at least 
facing this violence we could be saving lives. 
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letters to the editor 
Respect Judaism as well as Christianity 
To the Bates Community: 
After reading the letter from 
Professor Jong Kung last week about 
the scheduling of final exams on the 
Christian Sabbath, I feel it is important 
to note that he just scratched the 
surface with his point. He points to a 
larger endemic problem that is 
prevalent at colleges and universities 
across the country. Rarely respected 
are not only the Christian and Jewish 
Sabbaths but especially Jewish 
holidays. Professor Kung and 
Christians all around the United States 
usually enjoy the privilege of not 
having classes on their sacred holidays 
such as Christmas and Easter, 
however this is rarely true for Jewish 
holidays. This calendar year at Bates 
is a classic example of just such a 
situation. 
The Calendar and Curriculum 
Committee scheduled this school year 
to start after Rosh Hashanah, the 
Jewish New Year, which was kind and 
thoughtful. However, by doing so, 
they managed to schedule the start of 
classes almost on top of the most holy 
Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur, a day of 
fasting to atone for sins of the past 
year. Yes, it is true that any student 
that feels they must miss class for such 
a religious observance may obtain a 
dean's excuse from the Dean of 
Students Office. However, that excuse 
does not make up for what the student 
may miss in class that day whether it 
be lectures, labs or even exams. 
Students are put in the difficult 
position of choosing between 
observing their religious beliefs and 
going to class to make sure they don't 
fall behind early in the semester. 
When a student misses a class, you 
miss a lot more than just notes; you 
miss the atmosphere in which those 
notes are taken and any pertinent 
discussion. To the best of my 
knowledge, only a handful of 
professors canceled class in deference 
to this holy holiday this year. 
So far in my time at Bates, not one 
of my professors canceled class for my 
holidays, but when their holidays 
came around, rarely were classes 
scheduled. I certainly do not blame 
them, for they did not schedule 
themselves to have their religious 
holidays off, the college is the 
responsible party for that. Glancing at 
my syllabi for this semester, only one 
professor so far has been kind enough 
to cancel class for Hanukkah. (Please 
note that this was a religion 
professor.) Professor Kung is right 
when he states that there is little 
respect for the Christian Sabbath, but 
he should not stop there. Exams are 
also scheduled on the Jewish Sabbath 
(Saturday) this fall. 
I have run into this problem all 
throughout my life, and I sincerely 
doubt that I will be spared this 
problem in the future. Although my 
ideal wish that either all holidays of all 
faiths are observed by the college or 
no holidays are observed is 
unrealistic, I think the example that 
should be adopted by the college is 
one by the United States Congress. 
The House of Representatives and the 
Senate do not meet on the major 
holidays of numerous faiths but 
readily meets on weekends. Professor 
Kung feels the college's actions are 
insensitive, he is right. But it must not 
stop there, it must go well beyond the 
Christian faith to Jewish and many 
other faiths practiced around the 
world. 
Sincerely, 
Jeremy L. Pelofsky '97 
Forum The Bates Student, Friday, October 7,1994 
point of view 
Stringent requirements 
quell the learning process 
By David Lieber_ 
While most students are uncertain 
about the major that they will pursue, 
many can easily pinpoint the 
academic subjects that will play a 
minimal role in their future 
endeavors. Although Bates College 
was established on a solid liberal 
tradition, it seemingly justifies 
coercing student to take classes that 
they would normally avoid by 
suggesting that educational horizons 
are being expanded. 
The Bates College Catalog states 
that "methods of at least one science 
and at least one social science leads to 
awareness of both the importance of 
such knowledge in the modern world 
and its limiation." According to Dean 
Pribam, associate dean of the faculty, 
the justification behind distributional 
requirements is to attain a better 
understanding of "where you are in 
the world and in the universe." 
In promoting the consummate 
goal of "awareness," however, Bates 
denies its students the freedom that 
should characterize any academic 
system. The premise behind 
distributional requirements is 
fundamentally flawed because it 
asserts that educational coercion 
supercedes educational freedom. 
While the intention of the educational 
policymakers at Bates are admirable, 
no possible beneficial end can be 
served by fostering educational 
growth through coercion. 
Registrar Meredith Braz said, 
"The whole idea of curriculum 
revision in educational requirements 
is being reviewed by the Educational 
Policy Committee." Braz alsos stated, 
"There's been a whole movement to 
find a better way to work at general 
education." 
There are feasible alternatives to 
distributional requirements that 
promote the same educational ideals 
that Bates embraces. Amherst College 
in Massachusetts imposes no 
distributional requirements on its 
students. Amherst requires incoming 
9 
freshmen to attend an introductory 
course in liberal studies and complete 
32 courses by graduation, but it 
imposes no further mandates in its 
policy. Students are endowed with 
the freedom to pursue any academic 
subject that stimulates their 
intellectual interests. 
Amherst has provided several 
incentives for students to explore 
science. Amherst allows its student to 
take two pass/fail classes during their 
four years at the institution. Students 
are consequently uninhibited by the 
fear of falling or damaging their 
GPA's. Amherst also offers science 
courses that have no labs and are 
specifically designed for the non¬ 
major. One such course examines the 
biology of cancer and AIDS. 
Freshman adivsors also strongly 
encourage students to explore the 
scientific arena. 
Furthermore, research proves that 
an overwhelming majority of students 
opt to pursue science regardless of 
imposed guidelines. According to 
Terry Allen, director of the Office of 
Public Affairs at Amherst, a study 
released by the (now defunct) Office 
of Institutional Research at Amherst in 
1992 revealed that "about 17% of 
students graduate from Amherst 
without having attempted to work in 
a laboratory science." Allen stated 
that the faculty has debated the issue 
of distributional requirements several 
times, but they ultimately have 
rejected the principles behind the 
system. 
Brown University has improved 
its popularity among prospective 
students through its educational 
philosophy. By maintaining its 
independence from schools that have 
distributional requirements and 
reaffirming its liberal grading policy, 
Brown experienced a 30% increase in 
admissions last year. 
Dean Pribram said that the notion 
of abandoning distributional 
requrements altogether hasn't been 
discussed at Bates for fifteen years. 
Bates can transcend the antiquated 
standards it adheres to by simply 
allowing its student the freedom to 
map out their own scope of study. 
If academic merit and intellectual 
promise proved the basis for 
acceptance at Bates, the Bates should 
trust its student to responsibly shape 
their curriculum. Coercing students 
to attend classes that the loathe 
engenders resentment rather than 
awareness. The entire community 
must work to establish a system that 
will accommodate the educational 
pursuits of students, not alienate 
them. 
David Lieber is an occasional contributer 
to this page. 
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If so, these guys want your vote 
By Loren Hayes_ 
In the days when Adam 'how ya 
doin'?' Fifield roamed the confines of 
the Bates Student, politics were easy to 
follow. Joe Brennan was a 'schmuck' 
and Tom Allen was 'god.' Now, as 
gubernatorial elections loom in the 
near future, Maine voters have four 
choices for governor (each of whom 
appear sketchy at best). 
Joe Brennan beat out Allen in the 
Democratic primary while Susan 
Collins emerged as the Republican 
hopeful. Angus King emerged as an 
independent candidate while 
Jonathan Carter represents the 
environmentally-oriented Green 
Party. 
As part of a two-week analysis of 
the candidates, I will cover the 
environmental issues presented by 
each of the gubernatorial hopefuls. 
This week, I will tackle Angus King 
and Susan Collin's approach to the 
environment. 
•Angus King, Independent: "This 
Land is Your Land..." 
As I waded through the rhetoric 
in King's public lands proposal, I 
found some points that may help 
Maine's protection of public lands. 
King strongly supports the Land for 
Maine's Future program, a project he 
undertook while serving on the 
Governor's Commission on Outdoor 
Recreation in 1985. The project 
resulted in a $35 million dollar bond 
issue to the state for the use of 
purchasing public lands. 
For the last five years, King has 
worked on a large-scale energy 
conservation company in Brunswick. 
According to King, Maine companies 
are saving 50 million kilowatt hours of 
electricity every year. This, as King 
claims, is enough power to meet the 
residential needs of Winslow and 
Waterville combined. 
King also claims to establish what 
he calls "Environmental Cabinet," a 
conglomeration of the state 
environmental groups, that will 
permit greater cooperation among 
these organizations. He also ensures 
that the Environmental Priorities 
Project will be completed by June 
1996. 
Among King's many claims, 
pollution control and increased 
enforcement of established 
environmental laws, are high on his 
list. Like most candidates for political 
office, King also desires to maintain 
the high quality of the environment in 
Maine by implementing a "cost- 
effective environmental process." 
As a self-proclaimed 
environmentalist, Angus King brings 
in many fresh ideas on how to 
improve the environmental outlook 
for Maine. He does, however, fall 
short in some major environmental 
arenas. 
King, who is a believer in free- 
market capitalism, would like to see 
Maine's forests play a bigger role in 
Maine-based manufacturing 
operations. He claims that the forests 
are not in as much danger as 
perceived by some environmentalists. 
Although I do agree that maintaining 
Maine-based production of wood 
products is essential, I do not agree 
that the forests are not in imminent 
danger. Recently King was quoted as 
saying, "The demise of the North 
Woods has been grossly 
exaggerated." Keep in mind this is 
coming from the mouth of a self- 
proclaimed environmentalist. 
Another important issue on 
which King receives a failing grade is 
auto emissions testing. King does not 
support the pollution limits created by 
the Clean Air Act, claiming that 
inadequate data on the topic makes it 
impossible to determine if pollution 
from automobiles poses a strong 
health risk to 
Mainers. What 
King does not 
consider is the 
intrinsic value of 
quality air. 
Certainly, it is 
important to 
maintain clean air 
for humans, but the 
state should also 
implement the 
program to help 
maintain the quality 
air that exists in 
Maine today. The 
implementation of this program is a 
positive start to the push to improve 
the environment everywhere. 
Evaluation: King has many 
quality policies concerning the 
environment. He seems to be 
experienced with environmental 
politics. But King falls short on some 
issues and seems to focus on some 
issues that are not essential 
components of good environmental 
policy. GRADE: B- 
‘Susan Collins, Republican: "Front 
Caribou to Washington" 
Collins' position on the 
environment is more vague than that 
of King. Like King, Collins supports 
increased development of forest 
production in Maine. Indeed, this 
stand must stem from Collins' close 
ties to the lumber industry. Her 
family has owned a lumberyard 
business in Caribou for 150 years. 
Indeed, her conservative position 
concerning this issue is disheartening 
because the Northern Forest issue is of 
such great importance. 
In a recent gubernatorial debate, 
Collins proposed that the state use 
some of the $3.5 million in federal aid 
to Maine fishermen to buy out large 
boats that she blamed for depleting 
the fisheries. This method seems to be 
a cop-out. Instead of 
buying out the fishing 
boats, the state should 
give direct aid to the 
fishermen who follow 
state regulations for 
fishing. I do, however, 
agree with Collins' 
proposal to include 
fishermen at the 
policymaking level. 
On the auto 
emissions issue, 
Collins agrees that a 
system of testing must 
exist in Maine. The 
Republican proposes a pilot system of 
testing that would occur only in the 
three counties under federal mandate. 
Again, this proposal does not consider 
the need to maintain the air quality 
throughout the state of Maine. 
Evaluation: On the whole, Susan 
Collins' policy on the environment is 
somewhat sketchy. Although she 
favors an increase in budget spending 
for natural resources, her link to the 
lumber industry is too close. Her 
connection to the finance-only 
Republican party also creates some 
concern. GRADE: C 
Loren Hayes '96 is a regular contributor 
to this page. 
Part one of a two 
article series: 
This week the 
author tackles the 
approach to the 
environment taken 
by Angus King and 
Susan Collins. 
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Policies and Practicies : thinking about 
the Discriminatory Harrasment Policy 
By Wesley Avaram_ 
As most interested persons know 
by now, on last Monday afternoon the 
faculty voted to indefinitely table a 
proposed discriminatory harassment 
policy. The faculty also held off 
consideration of new wording on 
discriminatory harassment for the 
student handbook, shy of new policy, 
for next month. The proposed policy 
had generated a good amount of 
conversation and argument on 
campus, even if less than some had 
hoped. In one view, the debate 
revealed both the surprising strengths 
and the genuine limits of the 
democratic processes by which the 
college tries to negotiate fundamental, 
passionate, and sometimes 
contradictory commitments. I was 
struck by the seriousness with which 
many on the faculty took this matter, 
including myself. I was also struck by 
the way in which debates and 
discussions during the past month or 
so seemed to be generally civil and 
forthright, but did not inhibit the 
expressions of controversial points of 
view. Interesting and unlikely 
alliances formed among persons who 
came to similar conclusions for or 
against the policy, for markedly 
different reasons. And despite 
different views on the policy, there 
seemed to be a general consensus that 
the problems that first inspired the 
proposal are real and worth 
addressing in at least some way. I 
suppose all of that is good, in and of 
itself, and an indication of the ways in 
which democratic and deliberative 
processes can work reasonably well. 
Maybe. For the limits of these 
processes were also revealed. It was 
interesting to note during hallway 
conversations and other kinds of 
meetings that there were many people 
both on and off the faculty who held 
strong and articulate opinions on the 
matter and who, for their own 
reasons, chose not to speak publicly. 
There was real puzzlement expressed, 
often, about what appeared to be a no- 
win situation— real and legitimate 
concerns that need to be addressed 
and the impossibility of formulating a 
safe and effective policy to address 
them that will satisfy competing 
interests (interests such as freedom 
from discomfort and freedom for the 
disturbing challenges of open 
inquiry). How does a tool designed to 
help not end up hurting? How can a 
policy such as this be effective and 
useful without thwarting legitimate 
debate about serious differences and 
deep disagreements among us, the 
very differences and disagreements 
that make for a thriving and lively 
diversity? And if we reduce the scope 
of the policy to the most 
commonsensical level of coverage, to 
cover legally recognizable severe, 
persistent, or pervasive 
discriminatory violence or threats of 
such violence, then are we 
accomplishing anything different than 
what already exists in policy? How 
can we preserve competing freedoms, 
protect some measure of productive 
harmony, and advance democratic 
processes on campus without 
reducing these matters to this most 
commonsensical level? Yet again, if 
we do reduce them to this level, don't 
we then miss the very problem we 
were attempting to address and flirt 
with the possibility of causing greater 
harm? The conundrums are real and 
unavoidable. 
I had my opinions about the 
proposed policy, to be sure. I was 
sympathetically drawn to support it. 
But I was intellectually and politically 
afraid of it. I don't want to imagine a 
college community, for example, 
sterilized of responsibly displayed 
symbols such as crosses, stars of 
David, Palestinian colors, hammers 
and sickles, pink triangles of 
solidarity, bold marks of "X", 
anarchist "A"s, or American flags. Yet 
I know that each one of these symbols 
suggests violent threat or subtle 
intimidation to some. I also don't 
want to imagine a campus learning 
environment in which a student 
conduct committee is discouraged 
from taking phrases like, "I didn't 
know...," or "I didn't mean..." or "if 
I had known, I would not have . . ." 
into some account in determining 
whether a student is guilty of 
discriminatory harassment. A 
community that does not allow for 
some error, ignorance, and stupidity 
in addition to good faith disagreement 
does not make for a good learning 
environment. Yet I also don't want to 
imagine a community where "I didn't 
know" is an easy shield for malicious 
ignorance or persistently hurtful 
indifference. And to be a bit more 
abstract, I also don't want to imagine 
a community in which there is only 
one officially recognized language in 
which to make claims of intimidation, 
harm, or isolation—namely the 
language of discrimination, 
harassment, and oppression. I speak 
to people at Bates quite often who 
speak of harm, persistent and subtle 
ridicule of religious belief being one 
example, who chose another language 
in which to make their claim. We 
need to be able to hear those claims 
too, and learn from them, and change 
in response to them. I, for one, will 
not force people to use the language of 
discrimination, harassment, and 
oppression if that is not a language 
with which they are comfortable. I 
want to be responsive to their 
concerns in the way they understand 
them, pushing and challenging, 
perhaps, but not manipulating or 
reshaping. So, we're in some ways 
trapped in unresolvable problems. 
One response to this dilemma is to 
see these conundrums as in some 
ways a gift to us, as opportunities for 
education. They raise important 
issues to public consciousness. They 
push us toward lively and effective 
ways of combatting the many forms of 
malicious discrimination or 
harassment that happen here without 
notice or redress. That's well and 
good, but I think these conundrums 
do more than that. I think they reveal 
the basic inadequacy of policy and 
process in dealing with some 
problems; and they reveal the 
questionable premises of some of the 
ideological, political, and educational 
values taken for granted in liberal 
educational institutions. The center 
does not always hold here, and 
process cannot keep it together. There 
are differences among us that make 
real differences to some. Diversity is 
more than a surface, one or two- 
dimensional possibility. We are 
beginning, just beginning, to address 
questions of race, gender, and sexual 
orientation in this regard. But we are 
hard pressed to even begin in matters 
that cut across lines in various ways, 
such as religion, class, educational 
accomplishment, culture, and good 
faith ideological disagreement. Power 
and privilege are slippery 
phenomena. They do not always 
reside in one place. The viewing of 
power as necessarily outside oneself is 
itself a move of power. And there are 
privileges we all share that are hard to 
adequately assess. It's a puzzle. 
The fact remains, I believe, that 
the intrigues of a small liberal arts 
college in Maine have only an indirect 
connection to the larger world in 
which we all live. So I find myself 
back at the Convocation Benediction I 
submitted to the Student two weeks 
ago. I find myself thinking about 
practices instead of processes, the 
habits of relating to one another that 
make liberal learning possible rather 
than approved policies designed to 
manage. Can we learn to disagree 
with what feel like pervasive 
assumptions without fearing ridicule? 
Only if we don't ridicule each other. 
Can we explore seemingly dangerous 
ideas and convictions—liberal, 
conservative, radical, religious, 
personal, or whatever—without 
inappropriately offending? Only if 
we allow others a similar freedom, 
without being offended. Can we hold 
passionate convictions in public 
without feeling somehow policed by 
an implicit expectation that all 
opinions conform? Only if we 
encourage each other, even those with 
whom we passionately disagree, to 
have courage, to study with rigor, and 
to think hard and well. We won't all 
agree, nor will we understand. Yet we 
all can learn and change along the 
way. And we can hope for a 
community that is relatively free of 
ridicule and threat, relatively tolerant, 
and relatively exciting. 
SORRY TD BOTHER YOU, 
SIR, BUT I HAVE 
REASON TO BELIEVE 
THAT YOUR ROOMMATE 
IS THE MASKED VIGILANTE 
CAN I COME IN? 
FLUORIDE TOOTHPASTE 
UlTH TARTAR CONTROL 
LEAVES YOUR TEETH 
FEELING REMARKABLY 
CLEAN AND SMOOTH. 
MEANWHILE. BACK AT THE BAfCAVE.. IS THERE 
SOMETHING 
YOU'D LIKE 
TO TELL ME? 
I THINK I'LL BE 
LEAVING NOW... 
ROBIN, DO YOU 
EVER... YEARN? 
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A troubling legacy: 
The problem of domestic violence 
By Nate Kostoulakos 
The woman lay murdered in her 
bed. A single gunshot wound to the 
head ended her life a few hours before 
her little girl came in to see why her 
mother was still sleeping. The 
three-year-old tried to wake her 
mother up. When she didn't answer 
the girl put on her winter coat over her 
cotton pajamas and walked across a 
parking lot to a neighbor's apartment. 
Her mother's friend found her 
sitting there, on the steps, in her 
pajamas. When she asked what was 
wrong, the girl replied that her 
mommy was dead. With a history of 
abuse from the girl's father well 
established, the murder was termed 
domestic violence. With no witnesses, 
and no evidence, the case was never 
solved. 
This is the story a Boston paper 
carried about a year ago detailing the 
murder of Pauline Foster, a resident of 
Mattapan. The article was written as a 
remembrance of Foster because at the 
time of the actual murder, the media 
was too wrapped up in the infamous 
Charles Stuart case to pay much 
attention to the seventh domestic 
homicide of the year in Boston. 
Unfortunately that is what 
Pauline Foster became: a nameless, 
faceless statistic in some crime report. 
She was just another young, black, 
forgettable woman whose life no 
longer has meaning, except to her 
daughter and a few relatives. Now 
the media is digging for all forms of 
domestic violence stories. The topic 
has become disturbingly realistic in 
the public's eye. 
Ever since television actress 
Rebecca Schaeffer was shot and killed 
by an obsessed fan almost five years 
ago, stalking has leapt into the public 
consciousness. Now every state has 
an anti-stalking law and at least ten 
states are pushing for the first stalking 
conviction to be classified as a felony. 
Following a bizarre case that is still 
pending involving a man who 
allegedly stalked a woman through 
electronic correspondence (e-mail), 
Michigan is trying to extend its 
anti-stalking laws to include the 
electronic realm. 
But even without examining 
individual states or crimes, it is 
apparent that the new trend is for the 
media to pay close attention to 
domestic violence. Perhaps it is due 
this attention. Perhaps we should be 
glad that we have the media to act as a 
watchdog on all types of domestic 
violence. After all the anti-stalking 
laws were created primarily as a result 
of the flurry of media attention. 
Maybe what we need is to bring these 
issues out into the open and into the 
minds of the public. This starts the 
ball rolling. As it gains momentum, 
over time, hopefully new legislation 
will be drafted. With this will come 
tougher, more effective laws than are 
currently in place. More counseling, 
more options will be developed and 
we will have taken our next step down 
the long road to stopping domestic 
violence. 
Where does this leave the Pauline 
Foster story? For that matter, where 
does it leave the long line of domestic 
violence victims before her? I am not 
certain that there is an easy answer to 
either of these questions but I believe 
that public awareness is the key. 
Because the media plays such a huge 
role in helping to form people's 
opinions about what needs fixing in 
our society, I applaud their active 
interest in this topic. They are not the 
solution, but perhaps they will act as a 
catalyst to set positive change in 
motion. 
To be sure, Pauline Foster's little 
girl will be left with some confusing 
and painful memories. Maybe this 
tragedy will serve to remind us that 
the ultimate goal in the struggle 
against domestic violence is to never 
see a little girl go into her mother's 
room and wonder why she isn't 
waking up. 
85 Center Street 
784 - 8221 
We offer everything from hot calzones to healthy salads and 
delicious pasta dishes. Come in today and sample our specialty and 
signature pizzas. Remember, no reservation is required. We look 
forward to seeing you this weekend! 
Now Also Serving Breakfast ■" 
DEAD RIVER HIGH WATER RAFTING 
VERY LIMITED SPACE 
WEEKEND PACKAGES OR JUST THE DAY TRIP 
CALL: CAMPUS TRAVEL SERVICE BECAUSE IF YOU 
WANT THE WORLD...WE'VE GOT IT! 
786-6051 - CHASE HALL 
Welcome parents and students to. 
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..unique clothing, jewelry, tapestries, cards, 
candles, incense & oils, backpacks, & more. 
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63 Sabattus St. Lewiston, Me 04240 
782-0701 or 782-9301 
Open 7 days a week 
Sunday through Thursday Until 12:00 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday Until 1:00 a.m. 
For delivery call Dine Home Deliveries at 783-5700 
Marco’s 
/RESTAURANT yip#* 
WELCOME BATES PARENTS 
LOBSTER PIE 
Reservations Available for 
An Italian Experience. Parents’ Weekend. 
All our sauces are homemade. Our milk fed Veal 
is the finest you can buy. We use Large Gulf 
Shrimps. Almost all of the dishes on our menu are 
cooked to order. We serve dishes such as: Steak 
Siciliana, Shrimp Scampi, & Veal Piccata. 
Open Sundays 
11 am-3 pm 
177 Lisbon Street, 
Lewiston 783-0336 
Terrorism in the home: 
The Academy-award winning short documentary, “Defending Our Lives” 
By David Kociemba_ 
"Defending Our Lives" won't be 
found in the Bates Library. Nor is it 
available in the Health Center. In fact, 
there isn't a single copy available 
anywhere on campus or in local video 
stores. Why exactly, 
then, should Margaret 
Lazarus, and Renner 
Wunderlich and Stacey 
Rabat's documentary 
film on domestic 
violence be so important 
to every Bates student? 
Those who are 
survivors at Bates often 
reveal their stories as 
Stacey Rabat did— "Late 
at night, over the smoke 
of cigarettes, we told the 
stories that we were 
never supposed to tell." With 
"Defending Our Lives" Rabat hopes 
to take the discussion from soft, 
almost whispering voices to a national 
consensus that domestic violence is a 
human rights issue. This movie is her 
vehicle to spur that discussion. 
Rabat tells the stories of the so- 
called Framingham Eight, all 
Massachusetts women incarcerated 
for defending their lives and killing 
their husbands. The film also features 
Sara Buel, who catalogues the injuries 
and deaths attributable to domestic 
violence in the United States. 
This film exposes the events that 
have traditionally remained hidden 
within the shadows of the family 
hearth: the black eyes, the bloodstains, 
knives held to pregnant bellies, 
cigarette bums, sodomy and rape, the 
terror. "I wanted people to see and 
hear it all," said Rabat. She begins 
with still photos of women burned, 
stabbed, and bloodied. Then, news 
footage rolls showing corpses of 
women who weren't able to defend 
themselves. Finally, there are the 
stories. 
Watching this incisive thirty 
minute documentary, now, after 
Nicole Simpson's brutal slaying, one 
can't help but wish that "Defending 
Our Lives" was broader in scope. 
Rabat focuses almost solely, granted 
not exclusively, on spouse abuse, 
battering and wife beating. Domestic 
violence, however, also includes child 
abuse, which begins the cycle of 
violence; partner 
violence, of particular 
interest to college 
students beginning to 
enter serious 
relationships; and family 
violence. 
Information is power. 
Rabat provides haunting 
imagery and intensely 
disturbing statistics on 
the issues she chooses to 
deal with. These other 
issues operate in similar 
shadows that spouse 
abuse lingered in, prior to Rabat's 
documentary and the O.J. Simpson 
case. Those suffering from child abuse 
need power, too. Those beginning 
long-term relationships for the first 
time also need that empowerment. 
Nonetheless, Rabat does a superb 
job of educating with visuals and 
statistics, and debunking the myths 
surrounding this aspect of domestic 
violence. She notes that while 
domestic violence is the leading cause 
of injury to women between ages 15 
and 44 in the United States, there are 
still nearly three times as many animal 
shelters in this nation as there are 
shelters for battered women and their 
children. She establishes that battering 
isn't a momentary loss of temper; it's 
part of a war for control and terrorism 
is the means of prosecuting that war. 
And no one who watched "Defending 
Our Lives" with any semblance of an 
unbiased view could continue to 
believe the myth that domestic 
violence isn't that bad. 
Also striking is the amount of 
inaction on the part of all involved. 
Inescapable from Rabat's educational 
rhetoric is her call for action. In 
particular, the police are faulted for 
not taking a more active hand, for not 
protecting the battered. Implicitly, 
however, all are to blame who don't 
take supportive, caring, and of course, 
knowledgeable action. 
Due to its rhetorical brilliance 
covering part of a pervasive human 
rights abuse, and because it is so 
informative and contains a clarion call 
to action, this documentary is 
important precisely because it is not 
available at Bates. There is not one 
person on this campus who is immune 
to the issue of domestic violence. We 
are the survivors . . . and the 
bystanders. 
The film 
exposes the 
events that have 
traditionally 
remained hidden 
within the 
shadows of the 
family hearth. 
Cappucino • Expresso • Lattes • Vegetarian 
Meals*Gourmet Coffee by the Pound 
Special Offer; With this ad buy one cappucino and get th< 
second free. Students only with i.d. 
Expires December 10,1994. 
Y R A C U S E 
We’ll give you the boot... 
and a whole lot more 
■ Semester or year at SU’s Florence Center 
■ Courses taught in English or Italian 
■ SU credit available in pre-architecture, architecture, 
liberal arts, and studio arts 
■ Live with Italian hosts (limited apartment space 
available) 
■ Trips to Rome, Venice, Assisi, San Gimignano, 
and Siena 
■ Courses available at the University of Florence 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE 
Academic scholarships and study abroad grants 
Syracuse University 
Division of International Programs Abroad ■ 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 
1-800-235-3472 ■ 315-443-3471 
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Pictured here is one 
of Professor Amy 
Trompetter’s many 
ghostly sentinels now 
in Benjamin Mays 
Gallery. These 
hulking figures 
grimly overlook the 
many students who 
pass through the 
exhibit. The bleak 
symbolism reflects 
civil violence in 
Spain in the 1930’s. 
Puppets create stark atmosphere in Chase 
By Sarah Coulter_ 
A new art exhibit opened October 3 in Ben 
Mays Gallery. Over thirty puppets line the walls 
in their ghostly vigil playing tribute to Spanish 
playwright, Frederico Garcia Lorca. The puppets 
were designed by Bates professor of Theater, 
Amy Trompetter, for her adaptation of the Lorca 
play, "The House of Bemada Alba." 
In 1936, during the onset of the Spanish Civil 
War, Lorca was seized without warning and 
executed three days after his arrest in Grenada, 
Spain. Prior to his arrest, he completed the third 
part of a trilogy focusing on the tragic folk story 
of a widow and her five daughters. "The House 
of Bemada Alba' is a play about five sexually 
repressed sisters who are confined to the 
household of their mother, a woman without 
love or compassion," explains theater critic, 
Terry Morris. The power and control exhibited 
by the widow was meant to parallel the growing 
power of the Fascists occupying Spain: domestic 
violence parallels civil violence. 
The importance of visual expression in 
theater is profoundly felt in this play. The tall 
characters, lining the walls of the gallery, actually 
create the inside of the house for the play. These 
characters whisper and murmur throughout the 
course of the story. When the mother exclaims 
that the walls have ears and eyes, she does not lie: 
the walls are made up by the spectators. Even the 
audience, facing each other, is incorporated by 
defining the front and back of the room. 
White becomes the predominant color of the 
characters: the Spanish word for white is "alba." 
Lorca's play calls for a completely white stage 
with white walls, white props, white light. 
Trompetter's interpretation promotes this 
suffocating veil of white: the puppets further 
define the walls of white, their faces in grim, pale 
acknowledgement of their situation. The lace and 
knit costumes of white seem tattered in their 
attempt to look pure. The sexual repression and 
anguish, the ever-tightening grip of control, is 
energized through this lack of color. 
The only other color that enters into this play 
is a single green dress. The mother forbids any 
color to be worn during the mourning period of 
the father. The youngest daughter, however, 
defies her mother and wears the lovely gown in 
private. Later, her lover, Pepe, dances alone with 
the dress in a beautifully romantic scene. 
The expressions and creation of the puppets 
create a visual tension throughout the exhibit. The 
five daughters, themselves seated in the exhibit, 
were designed by taking a plaster mould of an 
Antioch student. "The pucker face was his own 
design," said Trompetter. "He just wanted to do 
that one for fun! I liked it and we kept it in." Each 
daughter wears a different expression to define her 
central mood. The other puppet masks, along the 
wall, were first sculpted in clay and then paper- 
mached over the surface of the new mold. When 
this dried, it was cut; the clay was removed; and the 
mask was paper-mached back together again. 
Completion time took about one month for the 
entire exhibit and performance, said Trompetter. 
Trompetter began her work on "The House of 
Bernada Alba" while teaching at Antioch College 
in Ohio. Although her work has toured in Europe 
and Asia, it was most recently exhibited in 
Scenofest, inaugurating the European Masters 
Program of Scenographic Design. She first 
became interested in the puppet medium through 
work with a New York-based organization called 
"Bread and Puppet Theater." Her artwork 
incorporates her love for painting and building 
with her passion for creating. "The strength of 
[Lorca's] visual descriptions is certainly what 
attracted me to the script," said Trompetter. 
Trompetter's acclaimed puppets will stand 
their ghostly watch over Bates students until 
October 17, when their bleak, symbolic vigil will 
end. 
These ain’t Muppets. Domineering mother puppet, Bernada Alba, and company. Barney Beal photos. 
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Eat Drink Man Woman 
Pass the whipped cream 
By Charlie Schroeder 
"Eat, drink, man, woman. These 
are all basic human desires," states 
Movie Review 
Mr. Chu, an elder Taiwanese man 
with a love for cooking in Ang Lee's 
most recent film, "Eat Drink Man 
Woman." Lee, director of "The 
Wedding Banquet," who 
also wrote the screenplay 
with Hui-Ling Wong, tells 
a story about a family tom 
apart by their individual 
desires. This desire is, 
quite simply, love. Lee's 
complex script, however, 
provides anything but a 
predictable love story. 
Food is what binds the 
Chu family. Mr. Chu is a 
retired chef who prepares 
lavish feasts every Sunday 
night for his three 
daughters, ranging in age from 
twenty to thirty, who still live at 
home. This tradition of gathering for 
dinner has grown tiresome for the 
oldest daughter, Chu Jia Chien. She 
announces at the beginning of the 
movie that she is moving into an 
apartment of her own. A very 
successful businesswoman, she can no 
longer tolerate the confines of her 
overbearing father and two younger 
sisters. This announcement shocks the 
rest of the family, but it eventually 
motivates her two younger sisters to 
look beyond the constricting family 
life they have become so accustomed 
to. The youngest, Chu Jia Ning who 
works at Wendy's, falls in love with a 
boy who mutters the line: "I'd like to 
break this addiction to love, but I'm 
too weak." The middle sister, Chu Jia 
Jen, a bom again Christian, finally 
gives into temptation and approaches 
the man of her dreams. They marry 
the same day they have sex so she can 
justify herself morally. Even Mr. Chu 
falls in love, but to reveal his lover 
would be to ruin one of the biggest 
surprises of the film. And, not 
surprisingly, what is compelling 
about this movie is the number of 
surprises that are contained within the 
script. Just as the movie seems to lose 
it's momentum, the audience is 
thrown off-balance and the film is 
reborn. 
Food is used in "Eat Drink Man 
Woman" in a variety of ways. 
Characters remember their childhood 
by the smells and tastes of food. The 
lovers share either food or drink with 
one another before becoming 
intimate. As Mr. Chu grows older, he 
loses his taste buds, and his cooking 
declines. At the end, after he has 
found love and happiness, he regains 
his taste. Here, love works as an elixir 
and remedies Mr. Chu's loss of taste. 
Most importantly, 
food is a metaphor 
which reflects how 
values have changed 
with each generation. 
Jia Ning, the youngest 
daughter, works at an 
American fast food 
restaurant, where food 
is pre-cooked, bland, 
and common. By 
contrast, Mr. Chu's 
meals are fresh, 
sumptuous, and 
colorful feasts. 
Everyone in the world knows how the 
food at Burger King and McDonald's 
tastes. Whether in Taiwan or 
Lewiston, one is assured that a 
Whopper is a Whopper. As Mr. Chu 
says, "Cooking is an art. Now all food 
tastes the same." Yes, food has lost 
much of its individuality. With the 
"luxury" of fast food in modern 
society, people are more likely to eat a 
burger and fries than sit for an hour 
enjoying a home-cooked meal. Not 
only does this change what we eat, but 
how we eat. Lee feels as though 
society neglects the art of cooking, and 
as a result the natural interaction that 
accompanies dining. Mr. Chu says 
"We communicate by eating." But if 
there is no time to eat, is there any 
time to communicate? 
“Eat Drink Man Woman" is now 
playing at the Portland 
Nickolodean Cinemas, located 
on the corner of Temple and 
Middle Streets. Tickets are 
$2.25 for shows at 4, 6:40 and 
9:20 p.m. Call 1-772-9751 for 
any additional information. 
Food is a 
metaphor which 
reflects how 
values have 
changed with 
each generation. 
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IMPACT 
500 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240 
786-0089 
Tanning available!! 
Special of the Week: 
20% Off Ear Piercing 
lasers'- 
CALLUS! 783-2200 
62 SCHOOL ST. AUBURN 
HOURS: MON-THURS 4:30PM-1 AM 
FRI & SAT 11 AM-2 AM 
SUNDAY 11 AM-1 AM 
PARTY FEAST 
$17.99 
Get 2 Large Cheese Pizzas, 
an order of Domino's Twisty 
Bread 
and 6 Cokes® or 
Diet Cokes® for only 
$17.99 plus tax and deposit. 
EXPIRES 10/10/94 
Coupon not valid with any othar offer. 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at 
participating stores only. Prices may vary 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash 
^^alue1/20«. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. v 
■$2.00 OFF 
I ANY 2 ITEM 
I OR MORE 
I PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10/10/94 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at I participating stores only. Prices may vary. 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable 
Our drivers carry less than $20 00. Cash 
. value 1/20*. C1994 Domino's Pizza. Inc. 
MONDAY,TUESDAY, 
WEDNESDAY 
SPECIAL $7.97 
Get 1 Large Cheese Pizza 
and 2 Cokes® 
or Diet Cokes® 
for only $7.97 
plus tax and deposit. 
EXPIRES 10/10/94 
Coupon not valid with any other offer. 
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at 
participating stores only Prices may vary. 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash 
^^aluel/20e. ©1994 Domino's Pizza. Inc. 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
Get a Medium Cheese Pizza 
and 2 Cokes® 
or Diet Cokes® 
for only $6.99 
plus tax and deposit. 
EXPIRES 10/10/94 
Coupon not valid with any other offer, [j 
Offer valid with coupon only. VaUd at | 
participating stores only. Prices may vary. H 
Customer pays sales tax where applicable E 
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash 11 
value 1/20C. ©1994 Domino's Pizza. Inc. ^^alue1/2 i ©  i  i , me. milUJon — ^aiu»i/rw.viwu»i« u»nu ,^. |_UUUIS 
C1M4 DOMINO’S PIZZA. INC. LIMBED TIME ONLY. OFFER MAY VARY. PARTKIPATM0 STORES ONLY PURCHASE REQUIRED 
LiVe 
bands 
iWl 
Wednesday 
NiGHT! 
NO COVER! 
FRee HoT 
aPPeTiZeRS 
inthe lounge, 
Monday THROUGH 
FRiDaY, 
4P-7P! BEST IN 
TOWN!! 
Lewiston's Mexican Restaurant 
Watering Hoie 
8 to?i£SeSt. iltthe Lewiston Mall 782-6036 Open Daily at 4pm 
Fabulous Food 
From South 
Of The Border, 
"Southern 
California" 
Style Mexican, 
and Legendary 
Frozen Drinks 
That Are 
Out Of This 
World! 
^05- nc^t to the Lei 
782-6036 Open Daily; 
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Keep “Dead Again” buried 
By David Kociemba 
One of the most beguiling videos in the library 
is the 1992 release "Dead Again." The movie sports 
a gaudy list of film stars - Emma Thompson, 
Kenneth Branagh, Robin Williams, Andy Garcia, 
and co-producer Sydney Pollack. Don't be fooled, 
however, because "Dead Again" manages to 
squander this vast array of talent with poor writing 
by Scott Frank and misguided direction by Branagh. 
Gothic buildings, hypnosis, gritty private 
investigators, a beautiful amnesiac, a love beyond 
the grave ... do these movie elements seem 
excruciatingly familiar to you? They're all there in 
"Dead Again," with past lives as the 
new grave-bursting ploy. The Los 
Angeles Times wrote that "Dead 
Again" resurrects the suspense genre of 
"Spellbound" (1945) and "Rebecca" 
(1940). Well, there's a reason that genre 
died, and "Dead Again" makes those 
reasons abundantly clear. 
First, the plot of "Dead Again" is 
just one incredible leap of logic to the 
next, as characters from one life just 
happen to conveniently bump into one 
another in modern Los Angeles. Every 
fantastic plot assumption is explained 
by karma and given a pseudo-scientific 
background through Williams, as a wise psychiatrist 
down on his luck. 
Despite these incredible leaps of logic, "Dead 
Again" still manages to be predictable. As soon as 
hypnotism was presented seriously as a plot device, 
I immediately knew the rest of the plot. Thompson's 
past life will be grafted onto the present, which 
causes a conflict with the real murderer (surely you 
didn't think Branagh did it) and the lovers end 
united. This plot construction is the same with every 
hypnosis movie, and so despite glaring 
improbabilities, even given a belief in past lives, the 
movie seems eminently predictable. 
Finally, like almost every recent American 
movie, "Dead Again" buys into the superhuman 
concept of how much pain the human body can 
withstand. During the finale, Thompson, Branagh 
and Derek Jacobi as the evil hypnotist, have all been 
either shot or stabbed two to three times. And yet, 
the characters are leaping at each other across the 
room, overturning heavy tables, and so on. 
Branagh, in one of his earlier efforts at directing, 
goes overboard in his attempt to recreate the genre's 
mood. Somehow, a chase scene set to moody 
classical music just isn't the same. Indeed, Branagh's 
use of music in "Dead Again" is overblown, as 
"creepy" music plays at the slightest provocation. 
Video Watch 
Branagh almost becomes like Pavlov's dogs: 
obsessively playing the same volatile classical 
music at every sight of a pair of scissors. 
Additionally, Branagh's filming of Thompson 
and Branagh's flashback scenes in black and white 
is just too ostentatious. This technique underlines 
the cinemagraphic nature of his material, as only in 
the movies is life without color. Branagh should be 
trying desperately to overcome the theatricality of 
his material, and strive to convince his audience 
that the concept of past lives is one that can be 
realistically believed. 
While Branagh's use of music and 
color is merely annoying, what's 
unconscionable is that he absolutely 
wastes marvelous acting 
performances by his entire cast. 
Jacobi's performance is filled with 
wonderful little mannerisms, coughs, 
and forgetful hitches. Williams' 
wounded, bitter psychiatrist-tumed- 
bagger continues his innovative 
modern take on the ancient 
archetype of the insane sage, that he 
would popularize in "The Fisher 
King." Branagh and Thompson both 
rise above the stock characters they were given and 
Garcia accurately portrays grittiness. Branagh 
manages to negate their acting prowess, however, 
in the critical final minutes of "Dead Again." 
Until the final 15 minutes, Branagh allowed his 
actors to overcome the hackneyed material and 
build considerable psychological tension, by using 
subtlety. Previously, intensely dramatic action had 
been left to the audience's terrified imagination. In 
the film's climax, however, Branagh abandons all 
subtlety in favor of a gruesome bloodthirstiness, in 
which every stab, wound, and spurt of blood is 
greedily depicted for mere shock value. Branagh 
makes a poor exchange by trading in rising 
psychological tension, in the style of Alfred 
Hitchcock, for the gore of John Wu. In "Psycho," 
Hitchcock shows the knife, the body, and the blood 
in the shower, but never the knife in the woman's 
body. That is his genius. Branagh keeps plunging 
the knife into the body. 
"Dead Again" has a cult following, but doesn't 
deserve such devotion. Perhaps it acquired it with 
the most disgusting scene ever to cause smokers to 
secretly want a smoke. Still, "Dead Again" proves 
through its use of tired and fantastic plot 
construction and stock characters that some genres 
are better off dead. 
Branagh abandons 
all subtlety in 
favor of a 
gruesome 
bloodthirstiness, in 
which every ... 
spurt of blood is 
greedily depicted 
for mere shock 
value. 
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336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN 
PHONE 777-7007 
Serving Breakfast until 1:00 pm 
Open Seven days a week. 
Hours 
Monday - Friday 
6 - 3 pm 
Saturday 6 - 2 pm 
Sunday 7 - 1 pm 
EAT IN 
OR 
TAKE OUT 
Film: Film Board will present the comic 
Western, "Maverick," this weekend at 7:00 and 
9:15 p.m. in the Filene Room. Free admission. 
Dance: Students will perform in a modern 
dance concert in Gannett Theatre on October 
7th at 8:15 p.m.. Directed by Dance lecturer 
Marcy Plavin. Free admission with a Parent's 
Weekend button. 
Panel: A panel composed of faculty and 
students will discuss the topic: "Chaos, Rythm 
& Logic: The Collectivity of Curricular 
Experiences," on October 8th at 2:30 p.m., in 
Carnegie 204. Panelists: John Kelsey and 
Richard Wagner, Bates professors of 
Psychology, and Rebecca Wolfe '96, with 
moderator Kelly O'Brien, assistant to the Dean 
of the Faculty. Free admission. 
Concert: Tenor James Parakilas and pianist John 
Corrie, both professors of Music, will present an 
evening of Schubert and Faure, among others. 
This free event will occur October 8th at 8:15 
p.m. in the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. 
Open Rehearsal: Join the members of the 
student improv/comedy group Side Effects for 
a night of laughter. Free admission at Chase 
Hall Lounge on October 8th, at 10:15 p.m. 
Concert: The Bates Chamber Singers, directed 
by Music professor Marion Anderson, will 
perform an entertaining program of 16th to 19th 
century songs centered on the theme of drink. 
The program, a part of the Noonday Concert 
Series, will occur on October 11 th at 12:30 in the 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. Free. 
Lecture: Susan McWilliams, an instructor of 
Sociology at Bates, will present a brief and 
informal talk on "The Legacy of Segregation 
and the Making of Public Policy," on October 
I4th at 4:15 p.m. The event continues the 
Friday afternoon lecture series "Benjamin Mays: 
the Relevance of Values, Traditions and 
Institutions in the Making of Public Policy." 
Free admission at Carnegie Science Hall, room 
113. 
Concert: On October 14th, the Portland Concert 
Association will open its season with The 
Newport Jazz Festival on Tour at the Portland 
City Hall Auditorium. This legendary jazz 
festival is celebrating its 40th anniversary and 
this is the festival's first time on tour. The 
musicians are some of the best in the world: Jon 
Faddis, Clark Terry, and Red Holloway, among 
others. Tickets are $10-25, call 772-8630 for more 
information. 
Welcome Bates Parents! 
Market Place Mall 
675 Main Street 
777 - 3337 
777 - 3338 
Chinese Seafood Restaurant 
-Open 7 days a week- 
Hours 
Weekdays from 
11am - 9pm 
Weekends from 
11am - 10pm 
Dinner Combination Specials 
Only $5.95 
Choose from a variety of over 20 dishes. Homemade appetizers! 
Axis Natural Foods 
Welcome Back Bates Students 
Great Snacks ♦ Fruits + Nuts 
Natural Vitamins + Sports and Fitness 
Formula ♦ Teas * Coffee + 
^ Beer and Wine Making Supplies ♦ Books ♦ Body Care 
Students and Faculty 
Bring in this ad for a 15% discount on all vitamins 
_Expires October 14,1994_ 
250 Center Street, Auburn Phone 782-3348 
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‘Cats claw back onto winning track 
Women’s soccer leads way with 3-0 week, but men’s soccer 
and field hockey also rediscover offensive punch 
Jen Tiner navigates the midfield in a game earlier this season. Tiner 
assisted on the winning goal at Gordon._Alex Hahn photo. 
New basketball coach 
has up-tempo outlook 
Kickers shut out three in 
a row, look to test Williams 
By Jason Schauble 
After the departure of beloved 
coach Steve Johnson during the 
summer, the athletics department 
went off in search of a new basketball 
coach that could best form a system to 
utilize the talents of the players on 
campus. Their search ended shortly 
after school started when they signed 
Jeff Brown for the job. Brown has 
gotten his coaching experience as an 
assistant at the Univesity of Vermont, 
a school he played basketball at from 
1978-82. 
In his nine seasons at a Division I 
school, Brown was involved in almost 
all of the facets of the team, but 
specialized in practice coaching and 
recruiting. The latter skill will prove 
most helpful in Division III coaching 
because he has numerous contacts 
and also has had the opportunity to 
meet prospective student-athletes 
when on recruiting trips for UVM. "I 
have had the opportunity to evaluate 
a lot of talent in the past few years and 
there were times when I thought a 
player might not be able to play 
Division I basketball, but I thought 
that he would be a solid contributor at 
the Division II or III level at a school 
like Bates." 
Last season UVM was 12-15, 
which was an improvement over the 
team's 3 win season several years ago. 
"I've been at a program that is losing 
and we built it back up to being 
respectable over several years." UVM 
plays in the North Atlantic 
Conference and faces such teams as 
the University of Maine, Boston 
University, and Northeastern 
University. 
As a player, Brown was a 
playmaking guard in an up-tempo 
system, and when the senior captain 
left in '82, he was the all-time leader in 
assists. He hopes to bring that same 
up-tempo style that he flourished in as 
an undergrad to Bates. "I like the fast- 
break and the three-point shot on 
offense and I like to trigger the offense 
with a full-court press. I hope to be 
able to do a mixture of zone and man- 
to-man defenses with the players 
here." Brown has noted that Bates 
doesn't have a great deal of size on the 
team after the graduation of 6'7” Ross 
Morceau last year, and he hopes to 
install an effective pressing style 
defense because it will be hard for the 
team to stop bigger and stronger 
teams if they get the ball near the 
basket with good post position. 
Continued on Pagel 7, Column 4 
By Adam Gammerman and 
Jason Schauble 
When Bates captain Ellen Samp¬ 
son said last week that weekend 
Women’s Soccer 
games against Tufts and Babson 
would be turning points for the 
season, she pointed to the team's 
needing momentum and 
to be successful after not 
winning some close 
games. Well, the team 
went out and won three 
straight 1-0 games this 
week in preparation for 
Williams this weekend, 
and senior Becky Morgan 
admits, "We still haven't 
played 90 minutes of 
good soccer yet." 
What do they have to 
improve on? Coach Jim 
Murphy remarked, "The team has 
flashes of brilliance, but these are 
followed by periods of standing 
around." Yet since 5 of their 8 games 
have been shutouts, they must be 
doing something right. 
Morgan scored the winning goal 
in each game over the weekend and 
both games were hard fought, with 
Bates having a slight edge in number 
of shots in each game. With Shannon 
Walker playing steadily in goal, 
players on the team remark that it is 
just a matter of time before the offense 
gets in gear. 
"We have scored enough to win," 
remarked Sampson, "and we are 
patient. Against Gordon things were a 
little rough, but Lindsay pulled things 
out towards the end and we went 
home with a three game winning 
streak." She refers of course to first- 
year Lindsay Anderson's goal at the 
65-minute mark of the second half off 
a pass from Jen Tiner '95 that wrapped 
things up Wednesday night. 
So now with this momentum 
stemming from the team's 4-2-1 
record, the Bobcats face Williams at 
home on parent's weekend. Williams 
is not only the team that 
eliminated the Bobcats 2- 
1 in the NCAA tour¬ 
nament last year, but 
they are also the second 
ranked team in New 
England this season, and 
they are looking to 
extend their unbeaten 
streak by another game. 
"If we come out hard 
and strong from the 
beginning and play our 
game of short passes and ball control, 
we can win this weekend, " remarked 
Morgan. "We are on the verge of 
breaking loose offensively, and its just 
a matter of time before we start 
scoring more than one goal on a 
regular basis.” 
Coach Murphy set out his own 
goals for the weekend, and mentioned 
that the key will be winning 50-50 
balls and not backing down. "If we 
play a concentrated 90 minutes and 
focus like I know we are capable of 
doing, we will extend our streak to 
four and beyond." 
Jeff Brown takes over for Bates basketball after nine seasons as an 
assistant coach at University of Vermont. Alex Hahn photo. 
“We still haven't 
played 90 
minutes of good 
soccer yet.” 
-Becky Morgan 
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Tied 7-7 at half, football team lets Tufts slip away 
By Jason Schauble 
Picture an overcast October 
Saturday afternoon in Massachusetts 
and a field of grass where two 
collegiate football teams have met to 
do battle. With precious few minutes 
left in the half, quarterback Dan 
Hooley goes back into his five step 
Football 
drop and finds sophomore wide 
receiver Tom Spiro breaking into the 
open. Hooley pulls the trigger and 
fires a strike that leads to a 42-yard 
touchdown, the first of the young 
season. As those first six points go up 
onto the scoreboard, the players are 
energized with that powerful feeling 
of having the lead and controlling 
their fate. New doors have opened 
and the defense takes the field looking 
to carve a swath out of anything 
wearing the baby blue of Tufts 
University. Sound unrealistic? It 
happened last Saturday. 
"We just dominated them in that 
first half," said coach Pardy, "and we 
have the statistics to prove it. We had 
12 first downs while they had three. 
We out-passed them, out-ran them 
and held the ball for 20:38 out of the 
30-minute half. The only place it 
didn't show up was on the 
scoreboard. What happened in the 
second half? We made some mental 
errors and things just seemed to fall 
the wrong way for us." The final tally 
had Bates and Tufts 
even in first downs 
with 13, behind in 
total yards, 361-200, 
and nearly even in 
time of posession. 
The main difference 
was the score, as 
Tufts picked up 20 
points rather incon- 
spiciously in the 
second half. 
After Hooley's 
touchdown pass, 
Tufts seemed to get 
its wake-up call late 
in the first half and 
marched 66 yards 
in just 45 seconds to 
score on a six-yard 
run from Nick 
Alford. The score 
remained tied at 7-7 
at the beginning of the second half, 
but Bates punted its first four 
possessions away and didn't seriously 
threaten Tufts' goal-line for the rest of 
the game. Alford scored two more 
touchdowns, sandwiching Mike 
Daly's six-yard touchdown catch, and 
the Jumbos pretty much wrapped 
things up. And how is the team 
dealing with the breakdown? 
"Sure the loss is a big negative for 
the team, but I like to concentrate on 
the positive effects of our games," 
Pardy commented, "We could look at 
the penalties or the 
fumbles, but I 
honestly think the 
growth of the team 
has been out¬ 
standing week to 
week and good 
things came out 
this game." Defen¬ 
sively, the team 
was dramatically 
better than it had 
been the previous 
week against the 
run and they held 
Tufts' star tailback, 
John Adams, who 
had hit for 223 
yards of total 
offense and 2 
touchdowns 
against Hamilton 
earlier in the 
season, to a mere 6 yards rushing. 
"We are getting better against the run, 
but are still several steps away from 
being able to defend the pass well, " 
added Pardy, "One thing I can 
truthfully say about the Tufts game is 
that my players out-hit a team for the 
first time since I've been here. We 
knocked four of their players out of 
the game and just played tough." 
Sophomore Mike Holte led all 
defenders with 10 tackles, one assist, 
and a fumble recovery. 
Special teams play also showed a 
marked improvement. Punter Chris 
Snow kicked seven times for 210 
yards and his punts were only 
returned two times. Tufts returned 
three punts for 112 yards against 
Hamilton, but only two for 13 yards 
against Bates. 
Offensively, Chris Peduto '95 
caught another five passes for 44 
yards and sophomore Steve Potamis 
ran for a team-high 43 yards before 
injuring his ankle. Hooley threw for 
144 yards and a touchdown, but was 
sacked three times and had difficulty 
getting into a rhythm. 
Looking ahead to their first home 
game against league power Williams, 
the team has reason to be 
apprehensive. Williams has 41 juniors 
and seniors and 18 players weighing 
in at more than 225 pounds while 
Bates has less than 20 juniors and 
seniors and fewer than ten players 
over 225 pounds. "Their program 
paints a picture of experience. The 
players have had solid competition 
with each other and the best players 
taking the field will be experienced, 
skilled and willing to take 
punishment," said Pardy. The eternal 
optimist, he further commented, 
"We'll give Williams a better game 
than we have in the past, and you 
never know what might happen." 
TUFTS 27-7 
Bates Tufts 
First Downs.13 12 
Rushes-Yards.41-41 44-109 
Passing Yards.159 252 
Return Yards.127 54 
Passes.13-30-1 12-19-0 
Punts-yds.7-210 6-192 
Fumbles-lost.4-2 2-1 
Penalties-yards.9-50 8-75 
Total Offense.200 361 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING- B, K. Isles 16-30. S. Potamis 
9-43. T, Alford 19-87, Tucker 5-28. 
PASSING- B, Hooley 12-29-1-144. 
T, Peters 12-19-1-252. 
RECEIVING- B, Peduto 5-44, 
LeBlanc 2-29, Potamis 2-11, Spiro 
1-42. T, Daly 4-56, Adams 3-23, 
Soderquist 2-96. 
State Meet to be indicator of future success for runners 
Steve Beardsley ’97 heads out of the wooded terrain on his daily run as part 
of Bates’ men’s cross-country team. Alex Hahn photo. 
By Tom Falby 
They run past in a group of seven 
o' eight, silently and speedily 
pounding out mile upon mile, as 
many as 80 per week. The men's cross¬ 
country team takes part in a discipline 
Men’s Cross Country 
that appears to be an individual sport, 
but their success depends upon 
collaboration from all athletes on the 
team. "We do pack running in 
practice," said Coach Slovenski. "We 
want the top five runners to finish 
close together." 
The scores of the runners are 
based upon the place number that 
they finish in the race, if someone 
finishes third they score three points. 
The team who scores the fewest points 
wins. 
Thus far the Bobcats have been 
scoring more points than they would 
like to. "We're quite a young team," 
said Slovenski. "and we've had a slow 
start due to lack of experience, but 
we're beginning to gel as the season 
has progressed." The Bobcats have 
participated in three meets thus far, 
but only see them as a warm-up to the 
brunt of the season coming at the end 
of October and the beginning of 
November. "The State Meet is on the 
21st of October and we hope all this 
training is going to bear fruit," said 
Slovenski. 
The meets that have been 
"training meets" for the Bobcats were 
against some of the best teams in New 
England. The first meet of the season 
was a 24-team invitational at Bryant 
College. The trailblazers finished sixth 
overall, and were led by freshmen 
Justin Freeman and Tony Sprague. 
The second meet of the season at MIT 
went in a similar fashion. Led by the 
two freshmen, the squad battled 
Bentley, Tufts and MIT to a third place 
finish. This race saw two more Bobcat 
runners, Rob Riley '95 and Sean 
Galipeau '96 finish closer to their top 
two, giving the team a number of 
runners in the same vicinity. The most 
recent meet was the 27th Annual 
Codfish Bowl at the University of 
Massachusetts featuring 17 squads. 
The Bobcats finished eighth, but they 
were lacking the assistance of 
Freeman due to illness. This meet was 
attended by the rival Polar Bears of 
Bowdoin which gave the 'Cats an idea 
of what to expect at the state meet. 
"There were four guys from Bowdoin 
between our number one guy and our 
number two guy," said co-captain 
Riley. "They're a tough team." 
The New England Individual 
Invitational is in two weeks, but the 
emphasis is really on the State Meet. 
"Individuals have done well in the 
past meets," said Riley. "The next 
three meets— States, NESCAC'S, and 
Division 3 Qualifiers, everyone needs 
to run their best races and run as a 
team." The State meet, hosted by 
Bates at Springbrook Golf Course sees 
competitors from Bowdoin, Colby, 
Unity, USM, MMA, St. Joseph's, 
Westbrook, and UMaine Presque Isle. 
"This is going to be the best 
barometer of how our season is going 
to turn out," said Slovenski. "Right 
now we're improving by leaps and 
bounds." 
Brown plans for 
up-tempo hoop 
Continued from Page 16 
"One of the most important things 
I learned at UVM was patience in 
evaluating players, and that is what I 
am going to be doing for the first few 
weeks of the season," said Brown, "I 
haven't set too many goals for this 
team, and don't know their level of 
skill as yet, but I mostly believe in a 
good work ethic, and that will be 
important when evaluating the 
players." 
After last season's 4-15 finish, the 
players were frustrated and the team 
was looking for new direction. With 
coach Brown at the helm, perhaps the 
proper changes will be made to bring 
Bates back into contention in the 
NESCAC after several years on the 
fringe. 
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Sports Briefs 
Women’s Tennis 
The women's tennis team lost in a 
close match last Saturday to Plymouth 
State. "It was probably the toughest, 
tightest loss all season for us," said 
Coach Scott Steinberg. "Of the 5 
points lost, 4 were taken in 3-set 
matches." The team was aware of 
Plymouth State's potential and were 
ready for the battle. "There are always 
hostile conditions at Plymouth State," 
added Captain Eliss^ Benson, '95. 
"This year it was their homecoming so 
there was a crowd. There was also a 
stiff wind." 
Saturday's loss did not hinder the 
team at all the following day. They 
battled back Sunday and took UMass- 
Lowell 9-0 at home. "Everybody 
looked very hungry after Saturday's 
loss," remarked Steinberg. "Everyone 
played a little better and with more 
Bates Men, 7-2 10/6 
Bates.3 4 7 
Husson.2 0 2 
Scoring: B, Ferrigno 2:05, Perkins 
5:06, McGee 28:15, Perkins 
47:35, Taber 53:06, Pavlick 65:03, 
Steele 66:07. H, Luciano 10:21, 
Steppe, 34:17. 
Saves: B, Marsh 2; H, Mpeye 10. 
desire." 
With three more weeks of 
competition the team is looking to get 
healthy and take advantage of 
practice time. "Six of our nine top 
players are injured- two of them to the 
extent that they have had to pull out. 
The others have really been tough and 
played through the discomfort," 
reports Steinberg. Steinberg adds that 
the loss of top players had not 
hindered the team in any way. 
"People have been very flexible and 
filled in wherever they are needed. 
Having a roster of 20 women has 
definitely been to our advantage." 
This weekend the team will take 
on Conn College and Salve Regina. "It 
will be our first entire weekend away. 
We really have to take advantage of 
the practices between now and then 
and be ready for these matches," 
comments Benson. 
— By Becky Steer 
Bates Women, 1-0 10/6 
Bates.0 11 
Gordon.0 0 0 
Scoring: B, Lindsay Anderson 
65:04 (Jen Tiner assist) 
Saves: B, Walker 4; G, 
Perreault 4. 
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY 
The women's cross country team 
is off and running this season due to 
its depth and talent. On September 
24th at the UMass-Dartmouth 
Invitational, the team competed at 
both the varsity and sub-varsity level. 
The varsity race was led by the 
running of Abigail Phelps '98, who 
placed 16th out of 161 runners. Also 
placing well for Bates were captain 
Sarah White '95 and Alexis Steinrauf 
'96. Under the leadership of White 
and Aliscia Tuohey '96, the team 
placed 3rd out of 21 behind Colby and 
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy. 
According to head coach Carolyn 
Court, "The boost that the first-years 
have provided has helped the team 
attain a success level similiar to that 
we attained last year with runners 
who were much more experienced." 
In sub-varsity competition, Bates 
tied Colby for first place and showed 
that they were not far off from the 
regulars in statistical terms - further 
demonstrating the depth of the team. 
In last week's competition, the 
team again faced Colby, but also faced 
another local school, the University of 
New Brunswick. The transition from 
the flat course that the team ran on the 
CRUISE JOBS 
Students Needed! 
Earn up to $2.000+/month working for Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel. 
Seasonal and Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary For more information 
call: Cruise Employment Services 
_(206) 634-0468 ext. C50661_ 
previous weekend to the hills at Colby 
was tough for the Bates runners, and 
the spread of the pack of runners was 
longer. Setting the pace again for Bates 
was Phelps, who placed 4th overall 
with a time of 20:11 in the 3.1 mile 
race. Melissa Leier '98 and White 
followed her, finishing 7th and 12th, 
respectively. Court said, "We matched 
up the same way we did at UMass- 
Dartmouth, with different people in 
the lead positions, but with the team 
pack as it is, switching of positions is 
not unusual." Again the Bobcats 
finished second to Colby but beat out 
New Brunswick by thirty points. 
This weekend the team competes 
in its only home meet of the season, 
the Maine State cross country 
championships. "Our hope would be 
that we'd be more competitive this 
time around against Colby," said 
Court. She also stressed that Bowdoin 
is expected to be very competitive. All 
three teams are ranked in the top five 
in New England right now, and Court 
said that it would be a challenge. The 
top seven runners at the meet are 
designated all-state. "Last year there 
weren't any for Bates," commented 
Court, "and as challenging as it is, this 
year we hope to break into the inner 
circle." 
-By Rebecca Grossberg 
Snooze and Lose 30 lbs! 
Dollar Back Guaranteed. 
(207) 549-3872 
HELP WANTED 
Men’s Tennis 
This is a particularly challenging 
fall season for the men's tennis team 
as its top four players from last year 
are currently participating in off- 
campus programs. This has caused 
players who normally don't see 
much action to climb up the ladder. 
This past week at the Midddlebury 
Invitational Robert Ruby '97 looked 
impressive after making it to the 
semi-finals of his draw, 
and the doubles teams 
of Jackson Marvel '95 
and Sean Bilsborrow- 
Koo '98 , along with 
Rein '95 and Goldman 
'97 both made it to the 
second round of their 
respective draws. 
After traveling to 
MIT last weekend to 
participate in the Rolex 
Invitational Tour¬ 
nament, captain 
Marvel advanced to the second 
round after a strong performance in 
beating the number two singles 
player from the Coast Guard 
Academy. The first doubles team of 
Santelices '96 and Zuccaro '96 played 
a tough match against Amherst 
College but came up short. 
Last Sunday Bates had a 
scrimmage match against Salem 
State in which they played five 
singles matches and three doubles 
matches. Bates beat Salem State by a 
score of 6-2. "It was interesting to play 
this match without our top players, 
and the fact that we beat them so 
handily demonstrates the depth and 
the talent of our team" commented 
Mark Zuccaro. First years Lonnie 
Klien and Bilsborrow-Koo, along 
with transfer student Ruby have 
shown particular promise. Jackson 
commended the team and said that 
"People have been forced to play out 
of position and the outcome has been 
better than had been expected." 
On the 22nd and 23rd 
of October, Bates will be 
hosting a major singles 
tournament. The 
participating schools 
include Bowdoin, Colby, 
Middlebury, SUNY 
Albany and Brandeis. 
This is the final 
tounament of the fall 
season, a season which 
has been shortened in 
comparison to previous 
years. The shorter season 
allows for a less intense atmosphere, 
and Coach Wigton said that "first 
years and players who have not yet 
played point positions are gathering 
valuable experience." Coach Wigton 
is pleased with the production of his 
team and is quite optimistic about the 
spring season when three out of his 
four juniors will be returning. " 
Expect us to be one of the top five 
division three schools in New 
England." 
— By Lauren Cardonsky 
“People have been 
forced to play out 
of position and the 
outcome has been 
better than 
expected.” 
Jackson Marvel 
‘95 
1 
4 WeDeliver 
If Kegs Free 
of Charge Redemption 
DISCOUNT BEVERAGI 
This Weeks Specials 
We have the lowest 
prices on kegs 
around!! 
Deliveries also on 
weekends!! 
Michelob 12 pk. Bottles 
$5.99 plus tax and deposit 
Assorted Miller products 
$6.99 a case plus tax and deposit 
Large selection of imported beers 
and wines. 
Bring In Your Retumables & Get 10% Extra 
794 Sabattus Street Lewiston 783-6353 
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Kickers spank Husson, 
prepare for Williams 
By Keiran Lowry and 
Jason Schauble_ 
With the men's soccer team a full 
seven games into the season, and at a 
mark of 3-2-2, coach George Purgavie 
believes he can begin reflecting and 
evaluating their success. "We're 
approaching the midseason, and on 
the whole we've learned an awful lot. 
But that doesn't mean that we've 
Men’s Soccer 
reached our potential as a team in any 
way." 
The team has used many players 
in different positions in these games 
and the constant experimenting with 
line-ups has yet to come up with 
something the coach is tremendously 
comfortable with. Scoring is the main 
concern as Bates graduated two 
players last year that accounted for 
ninety percent of the team's scoring. 
While the team's obvious 
strengths are its defense and 
goalkeeping, the talented midfield has 
been growing as a unit despite the 
uncertainty over who is going to play 
from game to game. While the depth 
on this team may be somewhat of a 
curse, Purgavie is happy to be able to 
utilize his talented corps of 
midfielders in a variety of situations. 
"We can have an attacking unit in 
there but we can also shuffle players 
in who are better defensively to match 
up with the stronger teams." 
In the recent 2-0 loss to Tufts last 
weekend, the team had to adjust to 
talented Tufts striker Peter Maglicic, 
who managed to score both of the 
game's goals. Bates was outshot 15-8, 
even though goalie Mike Marsh '97 
came up with 10 saves. Marsh has 
been the netkeeper for several games 
now as senior captain Jay Ladieu has 
been injured. 
The Bobcats came back with a 
vengeance in the next game, though, 
and exploded for their best offensive 
showing of the season in a 7-2 win. 
First-year Matt Ferrigno started the 
scoring 2:05 into the game on an assist 
from Tom Murray and Jason Perkins 
'97 followed up with one of his two 
goals in the game three minutes later 
on an assist from Dan McGee '96. 
McGee scored a goal of his own at the 
end of the half from Pete Rossi '97. 
Perkins, Breck Taber '96, Ray 
Pavlick '96 and Doug Steele '97 all got 
into the act to put the game out of 
reach in the second half, and Purgavie 
went deep into his bench in the last 
few minutes. "It was a solid win for 
us," noted McGee, "and it will give us 
some much-needed momentum going 
into the weekend match with 
Williams." 
Williams comes into the weekend 
ranked 2nd in New England and 4th 
in the nation in the Division III 
coache's polls. They are a strong team 
led by Jim Thompson, a senior striker 
who has accounted for eight of the 
team's goals to date. 
How will the Bobcats look to 
compete in this game? Well, 
considering that they have already 
played three of the top ten teams in 
New England this season and have 
tied a Division II foe, they will look to 
play just as hard as they have been 
and hope to put the ball in the back of 
the net early. "We definitely would 
like to get an early lead, " noted 
McGee, "because we have to 
concentrate on stopping such a strong 
team defensively for most of the 
game. We'd like to win one in front of 
the home crowd, though, and to 
knock off Williams would be a 
tremendous highlight for our season." 
UPCOMING VARSITY EVENTS THIS WEEK 
Away FRI. 
10/7 
SAT. 
10/8 
SUN. 
10/9 
MON. 
10/10 
TUE. 
10/11 
WED. 
10/12 
THU. 
10/13 Home 
FOOTBALL Williams 
1:30 
MEN’S SOCCER Williams 
12:00 
::::UNE 
4:00 
WOMEN’S SOCCER Williams 
1:00 
S. Maine 
3 00 
FIELD HOCKEY Williams 
11:00 
Bowdan 
4:00 
VOLLEYBALL 
Eastern 
Connecticut 
GOLF 
WOMEN’S TENNIS Coliege 
1:00 
Salve 
Regina 
11:00 
Bowdoin 
1:00 
MEN’S TENNIS 
WOM. X-COUNTRY State Meet 
4:00 
MEN’S X-COUNTRY 
Kyle Darling ‘96 advances the ball during the first half of Wednesday's 7-2 
victory at home. Alex Hahn photo. 
Peace Corps 
on-campus 
at Bates 
INFO TABLE: Wed., Oct. 12 
10:30 am - 4:00 pm 
Chase Lounge 
INFO MEETING: Wed., Oct. 12 
12:00 and 7:00 pm 
Chase Lounge 
INTERVIEWS: Thurs., Oct. 13 
9:00 am - 3:30 pm 
Career Placement 
For more information, call the\ 
New England Peace Corps Offide 
800-424-8580 ext. 678 
Maxin 
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THE PRINCETON REVIEW 
Call today: 800/447-0254 
Courses at Bates Starting Soon! 
Happy Hour Drink 
Specials and 
Free 
Hot Appetizers, 
Monday through 
Friday, 4p-7p! 
Full Take-Out Menu! 
Legendary Frozen 
Drinks, Fabulous 
Food From South 
of The Border! 
Lewiston’s Mexican Restaurant 
0,0 & Catering Hole 
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“Who are you going to introduce your parents to?” 
My Visa bill.” 
-Alex Weld ’97 
“My funnel.” 
—Phyllis Paparazzo *96 
“My wife and five kids.” 
—Rastko Kovacevic ’96 
“My parole officer.” 
—Lee Susen ‘96 
Reported by Quoc Tran Photos by Paige Brown 
Write for The Bates Student— 
Meetings Sunday at 7:00 p.m., 224 Chase Hall 
Rx onoe, a cut in 
educational spending tot 
actually helps students. 
Macintosh' Performa' 475 4/160, 
Perfoma Plus Display, Apple/ Keyboard II 
and mouse. Only (1,199.00. Apple' PowerBook' 150 4/120. Only $1,25850. 
With Apple’s special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh* 
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the afford¬ 
able Macintosh Performa* which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help 
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple* PowerBook* or the Power 
Macintosh"- the world’s fastest Mac" And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal com¬ 
puter, you won’t have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac 
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to t i i 0 
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best? luJUiC' 
For all of your computer needs visit 
Information Services 
110 Russell Street or call 786-6376 
©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra, Performa, PowerBook and ‘The power to be your best'’ are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleDesign, Mac and Power Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
